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Preface
Jacol: AlDlDott is a name unfamiliar to many of the people
who have heen influenced by his v;ork. Although educators
appreciate his introduction of the honor system, students of
literature have not evaluated the debt that modem juveniles
ov/e to the Rollo Books and the Lucy Books. Bor have students
of theological history realized the effect of The Young
Christian on the moral thought of the nineteenth century.
As a step towards such a study, this bibliography of
Abbott^s books has been prepared. Many of the books have
become scarce and some of the copies located are unicLue, But
now that they are listed and collated, the tools of research
are forged and the critical study can begin.
The biographical and critical material preceding the
bibliography is introductory rather than definitive. For it
is not until all of Abbott has been thoroughly studied that
one can properly evaluate his work.
For aid in this project, I am indebted to Miss Beatrice
('




Abbott, Mrs. Eleanor liallowell Abbott Coburn, Doctor Theodore
Abbott, Miss Beatrice G-imn, Mr, V. Yalta Parma, and to the
staffs of the American Antiguarian Society, Andover-Harvard
Theological Library, Boston Public library, Bowdoin College
Library, Harvard College Library, Massachusetts Historical
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Jacob Abbott lived the traditionally long and peacefiil
life which we have come to associate with nineteenth century
Yankee stock. He is a good example of a happy combination of
the strains of dogmatic Puritan, practical farmer, and Yanlcee
trader. Prom all of the information available at present, his
life seems singularly free of trouble; its tranq.uillity is a
I,
li refreshing experience for the modern reader.
i
1
G-eorge Abbot, the first member of the family to settle
in America, was a Yorkshire Puritan v;ho arrived in 1640 and in
1643 became one of the original proprietors of Andover,
Liassachusetts . His great-grandson, Jacob Abbot, 1st,, (b , 1748)
moved from Andover to Wilton, Hew Hampshire, where he became
a farmer and, later, a merchant. This merchantile experience
enabled him to become business assistant to the Hon, Samuel
Philips vrho with Benjamin Y/eld ov/ned a great amount of land in
I‘icTfrj.
I
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what is now Maine. One of Ahhott’s duties v/as the supervision
of this territory. His son and assistant, Jacob Snd., was born
in Wilton in 1776 and married a cousin, Betsey Abbot, in 1798.
This couple moved to Hallov;ell, Maine, v/here the second of theirj
seven children, Jacob 3rd., subject of this biography, v/as born '
on November 14, 1803 1 '
From their home in Hallov/ell and later from Brunswick, the i
boy’s father and grandfather directed the development of the
I
Maine territory. Despite the arduous task of hacking roads
i through the wilderness and founding tovmships, they never
II
neglected to guide the religious life of the settlers. The
|‘
li











of the regular ’supplies’ for his men; and morning worship, and
!
two services on the Sabbath, v/ere part of their regular duty".
!
From these pioneers whose practical life was interlarded v;ith
^Unless otherwise noted, the biographical data for this and the
(
'




Young Christian (New York, 1882), pp, 2 — 95.
I
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3moral teachings, Jacob Abbot foimd the pattern of his career.
There is no record of the boy's education until the family
moved to Brunswick and he attended i/dss Buss's school. At
Hallowell Academy, he prepared for Bowdoin College from v/hich
he graduated in 18S0. Unfortunately his academic record is not
3
available, and our only information about his collegiate
career is the following list of honors:
Member of Peucinieu Society,
Exhibition, May, 1820: Deliberative Discussion
in English, "Public Spectacles",
Declojnation, ’ Sept , 5, 1820, extract from a speech'
of Philips,
Commencement Part, Sept, 5, 1820: "The IntellectuaJ,
Povrers of Pascal",
Member, Phi Beta Kappa,
As an undergraduate
,
his first published article appeared
in a Brunswick newspaper. At this time, he added the second "t"
to his last name to avoid the title "3rd,", The only other
fact kno\m about his academic career is that he spent two
summers teaching school in a Quaker community near Brunsv/ick,
In 1821, he began his study of theology at Andover Academy
which he interrupted to teach school at Portland, Maine, and
Beverly, Massachusetts, One of his Portland pupils v/as Henry
W. Longfellow, thirteen years old, vdio evidently v/as not greatlsf
impressed with his teacher. In later years, the poet could only
recall that Abbott had "an amicable and indulgent manner,"
From Andover, he went to Amherst College as Tutor in 1824,
The next year he was offered the Professorship of Chemistry
Letter to Hollo G. Silver from Philip S, Wilder, Bowdoin
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which he declined because he did not choose to devote his life
to scientific research. The trustees then decided that he be
appointed professor of mathematics and natural philosophy;!
and that his salary be eight hundred dollars per annum, one
hundred dollars of v/hich are, however, to be appropriated by
him annually, v;ith the advice of the other members of the
faculty tov^ards making repairs and additions to the philosophies!,
apparatus!
I
At the same time, he was also appointed "Inspector of the




Three years later, he married his childiiood sweetheart,
Harriet Vaughn, of Hallow'ell, Of this union, five sons were
born. Of the four reaching manhood Lyman, the author, editor,
and friend of Theodore Roosevelt, became a public figure. After
j




of preaching in neighboring pulpits, writing Sunday- I
school texts, publishing theological articles, all to fulfill
his driving ambition.
j
His reputation as a moralist grew to such an extent that
he v/as invited to Boston to found and carry on a school for
the broader education of young ladies. This school, later
called the Mount Vernon School, was an important landmark in
the history of American education, for it was among the first
devoted to freeing the conventions in v/hich young women were
bound, Abbott ^s letter on the invitation is interesting not
Jacob Abbott, Abbott * s Young Christian(Hew York, 1882), p.29
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only for the antiq[ue charm of its detail tut also for the
revelation of the esteem in which the young man of tv/enty-six
was held:
5
I was called upon to-day ty Dr. Wisner of the Old South
Church, and H. Hill, Esq,., Boston, v;ho have come to this place
for the purpose of making a proposition to me to remove to
Boston and take the charge of a sort of high-school, which
some gentlemen are disposed to establish there. Two are con-
templated, one for girls and another for toys. It was expected
that both would be supported by substantially the same persons;
but two different committees v/ere appointed to take measures
to establish them, each of v/hich, separately and without the
knowledge of the other, voted to make application to me. V<hen i
this interference was subseq.uently discovered, it was determined,
to send a delegation from each committee to me, to lay both !
plans before me, that I might decide in favor of either or
neither. The gentlemen above named v/ere the delegation.
The plan proposed, thoTJgh not yet fully detailed, is some-
thing like the following: A number of subscribers, from fifty
to a hundred at the outset, appoint a committee, into whose handi^
and under whose control the institution is to be placed, and
who are to act as a Board of Trustees in its management. This
board establishes tv/o schools, male and female, and places them
in charge of two associate principals, one for each branch of
the school. They offer to me fifteen hundred dollars the first
year, together with an assistant at six hundred dollars, and
they pay all necessary expenses. Erom the c commencement of the
second year I have all the tuition until my income is two
thousand dollars, and one half of the excess above that is
mine, and one half goes to the school. The money thus paid
into the hands of the trustees is to be expended in the purchase
of books, literary and scientific apparatus, etc., and, perhaps,
ultimately a building.*
The implied compliment on his ability pleased Abbott, hut
he V7as torn between his feeling of duty tovjards Amherst v;hich
was then in financial difficulties and his idea of his o\m
worth in dollars and cents. He refused the invitation, but
when the delegates increased the salary he accepted.
op. cit., pp. 39-40
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The school opened on Jrnie 1
,
1829 in a house on i^iOunt '
Vernon Street. Due to the success of its unique method of
self-goYemment
,
the school grev; until it moved to larger
I
quarters in the Masonic Temple on Temple Place,
A symbol of the original method of education which he
introduced was the metal plate engraved with "Study Hours",
;
and attached by hinge to the clock on the school-room waJ.1,
Vu'hen it was up, no student could leave her seat or communicate
I
with any other student without the permission of the teacher,
j
I
^Vhen it was half dovm, v/hispering was allov/ed as long as it
|
I
did not disturb others, '..hen it v/as completely dovm, school
v/as suspended. Absolute obedience to the plate v/as the only
rule of the school.
i
On entering school, each student received a blank schedule',
which she filled out herself. Abbott encouraged the girls to
ii
choose their ov/n studies and to prepare their lessons at their
j
ovm. pleasure, thus becoming one of the first educators in America
to institute the elective system. He stressed ideas rather r
than v7ords
. j
No girl ever received punishment for a misdeed, for, said
j
Abbott, "They who wander from duty alvfays plunge themselves
|
i
into troubles they do not anticipate. This will be the case
|
v/ith you all through life, and it will be the case here."^
'
The ordinary routine of the school v/as entrusted to |
6
op. cit., p. 45,
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1i officers, Tv/o "relators" had charge of the clock, bell, and
I
study-plate. Four "distributors” distributed pens, papers,
copies, and other school material. Four "vote-receivers"
I
collected, sorted, and counted the votes. Tv/o "secretaries"
1
Ij
kept a daily record of the school business and tv/o "accountants
"
j
kept the accounts, Tv/o "curators" took charge of the furniture,
j
halls, and accident-prevention. The "accountants" were picked
i from the teachers
,
but all the other officers were students who
were alloxved to pick their ov.n assistants. Thus the young
ladies of the Mount Vernon School of Boston studied Latin,
French, English, mathematics, geography, natural history, and
natural philosophy. Proper emphasis was, of course, placed
on religious education.
j
This religious training v/as ethical rather than theo-
|
logical. Luring the daily prayer and Saturday afternoon lecturer
1
which Abbott conducted, he emphasized the duty of a Christian
,
j
tov/ards his fellov/s. His homilies v/ere perfectly adapted to thej
needs of an earnest and Questioning society which received
|
them so v/ell that he ventured to incorporate them into a i
book. In 1852. The Youn^ Christian was published. The contents
i
of this book v/ill be discussed in the critical part of the
j
introduction, but a fev/ words about its success will show how |j
Abbott anticipated the popular concern with child guidance. In '
ten months of 1834, nine thousand copies were sold. Luring the r
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si tv:elve months ending in April, 1837, over three thousand copiesjl
were sold hy the American Tract Society, alone. ^
To satisfy the demands for more of these tracts, Abbott
j
forced himself to rise early and v/rite for three hours before
j
going to classes. This strenuous routine undermined his health
I
so that he vms forced to retire from the active administration
j
' of the Mount Vernon School in February, 1833. The next year i
i
!
and a half he devoted to vn^iting, preaching, and editing. The ;l
I




i successful book. In eight mohths of the year in which it was |!
I
published, over ten thousand copies were sold.
At the time these books v/ere issued, the Unitarian
movement was growing, and every bit of theological writing
' I
;
was studied for signs of radical thought, John Henry Hewman, i
I for instance
,
discussed The Corner Stone in one of the Tracts
j
I
The Times He found The C orner Stone approaching ’’within
' 1
j





Sabellianism" • However, no great notice of this radical
|
I tendency v/as taken by the theologists of this country and i
i i
I










1 Members of the University of Oxford, Tracts for the Times
i
(New York, 1840), vol. III, p.l09.
"Sop, cit., p.118.
'
*\facob Ab'b^Ct, Abbott’s Young Christian (Nev; York, 188S),p.ll7.
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1i In 1835, T. H. Carter, one of Abbott publishers, called
;
on him in Roxbury with an assortment of engravings which he
I thought could be used as illustrations for a book. He
I
I
suggested that Abbott v/rite the text. In Abbott’s v/ords
,
"He
^ gave me proofs, and I began to see v/hat I could do. In that





In this business-like fashion, Abbott created mm one of
1
a Sunday-school lesson brought him a host of readers. The
after edition, not only in this country but in Europe as v/ell.
At the age of thirty-tv/o
,
finding himself a prosperous and
I
celebrated author, he turned over the Roxbury ministry to his
brother and spent as much time as he could at his house and
garden ih Farmington, Maine,
In 1843, he spent several months making the grand tour
of Europe and calling on the ministers and publishers with v;hom
he had corresponded for so many years. "Unable to forget the
Oxford attack on She C orner Stone
.
he arranged a meeting with
way I made my first ’Rollo Book’ , I sold the manuscript to ¥ir
Carter for about one hundred and fifty dollars . Pretty soon
the most popular of all juvenile series. His skill in
Rollo Books, the Lucy Books, the Jonas Books v^ent ihto edition
John Henry ITev.nnan, According to Abbott:
From the anteroom I entered the study. It was a large
r
Isombre -looking^ the v/all entirely filled with books, many of
which were very ponderous and ancient-looking tomes. There was
a plain but antique -looking table in the middle of the room,
kr. Nevmian received me very cordially. At first there was
;
an air of some constraint, as I imagined, with an effort, very
,
proper under the circumstances, on his part, to keep the
conversation av/ay from religious subjects. I, however, v/as
determined not to lose the object of my visit nov/, and
forcibly introduced the subjects of the Tracts and the Oxford
views. I told him that one principal objectvv/hich’" I had in view
in'^calling upon himswas to speak of the Tracts, and particularly
of the strictures v/hich some of the writers had made upon my
own writings. I told him that the presumption always was in
such cases that when an author was made the suject of such
criticism he, of course, resisted and resented them, but that i
did not. On the contrary, I was av/are that the criticisms were
in many respects just, though severe, and that they would have
modified in many respects my manner of expressing ray opinions,
if not the views themselves, if I had access to them before the
publication of the writings in question. ii
Then followed conversation which lasted for an hour. I
i
expressed distinctly the views v/hich prevailed among the
|
Congregationalists of New England averse to the establishment I
or the perpetuation of an ecclesiastical power, and that the
|
unity v/hich we seek for is a unity of feeling, a harmony and
|
co-operation among all different forms and organizations '
of Christians i
Immediately upon his return from Europe, Abbott remained
in Kevr York where he joined his brothers in a new educational
project. This was a progressive school for young ladies which
again became so successful that the Abbotts founded a similar
school for boys. At this time, Harriet Vaughan Abbott passed
av:ay, leaving her husband to take care of their four small
sons. An illuminating episode of the manner in which he carried
out his methods of child training in his ovm home is told by
\o
op. cit., pp. 77-79
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My first recollection of my father is an incident which,
thoia^h slight, is very significant of his spirit in dealing
with children. Recovery from scarlet fever had left me subject
to gatherings in the ear which produced very severe ear-aches.
Surgical operations for such trouble were then unfaiown. The
only relief obtainable vjas soalcing cotton-wool in laudanum
and putting it in the ear to deaden the pain, Hy father was
living in the part of York City now called Greenwich
Village, and, with his brothers, v/as carrying on a school for
girls in the city. It was quite essential for his v/ork that
he should get his night^s rest. He made a bargain with me:
he would tell me a story for fifteen minutes, then I was let
him sleer for fifteen minutes, and so v/e v/ould go through
the night together. Whether this was done for only night or
many nights
,
I do not nov; recall. By this bargain he and I
became partners; he carried my burden, but I also did some-
thing to carry his burden. He would help me bear my pain, but
he trusted me to help him get ready for his morrow ^s work.
This confidence in children and cooperation with children
was one of his distinguishing characteristics, I have knovm
men as fond of children as my father, but 1 have never known
a man who had for them such respect. In a true sense, it
might be said that he treated children as his equals, not
through any device or from any scheme, but spontaneously and
naturally. He trusted the judgment of children, took counsel
with them, and in all the matters vfhich concerned them and theij^
world was greg,tly influenced by their judgments. He threw
responsibility upon them, great responsibility, and they
realized it*.'
As Abbott entered his fifties, the schools were sold and
from that time to the end of his life, he concentrated solely
on vn?iting educational texts and handbooks. In 1853, he married
Mrs. Mary Dana Woodbury and tvfo years later they retired to
"Fewacres", Farmington, Maine. A glimpse of Abbott at this
period shows that he retained his unique method of handling
%v
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No elements of knowledge seemed to him too abstract or
difficult to interest a child, and his methods of teaching
v/ere such that they did interest the children. I studied with '
him, for example, some of the simple problems of Euclidean
geometry, and for many years kept the blank books in v/hich
drawn my diagrams and v/ritten my demonstrations. His method
was to make every study apply in some v/ay or other to the actual
life round about us. Two instances illustrating this method
of teaching have remained in my memory for fifty years. I
was studying arithmetic and came to percentage. How my
experience with my own children is that percentage as ordinarilyti
tatght in the schools is a horrible bore. It means leaiming rule|b
by rote with very little conception of the practical use and
operation of percentage. My grandfather solved the difficulty
in this way. V;Tien we came to percentage he entrusted me v/ith
the duty of making his deposits, cheques and cash, in the
village bahk, which was about half a mile av/ay He made a
contract v;ith me that I was to be paid for this work on a
percentage basis Both the purpose and operation of
percentage w®re thus fixed in my mind and by a process which
was the very reverse of boresome'.^
To the end of his life, he kept a school of some kind, ever
if it V7as only for the education of his grandchildren and
I
their playmates. One of the recreations of his final years
j
was the landscaping of the garden at "Fewacres".
Mrs. Abbott died in 1866. Abbott continued to live at
j
I
Farmington, surrounded by children and grandchildren . He passed
;
i
away on October 31, 1879.
j
op. cit., pp. 353-4.
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II, A GriticaJ. S-urvey
\3
One pnrpose filled. Jacob Abbott^s writing life of fifty
t
I years; in his t\TO hundred books lie the record of a constant
|
j
absorption with the mental and spiritual well-being of youth,
I
In an era of inhibitive and cruel treatment of children, Abbott
substituted example and anecdote for flogging and ridicule,
j
!
The Puritan idea of the little savage v/hose devils must be
I
exorcised, slowly receded under Abbott's tender preachments to i
I
the entirely normal boy of Bronson Alcott's schools,
|
A study of a Sunday-school tract of 1820, the major type !
of literature provided for children of that day, will reveal
|j
ij




v/eapon for obedience, Abbott, however, thought of children as
j
I
rational beings who would obey if they knew the reason v/hy they';
should obey.
H
In a memoir of his father, Lyman Abbott states tha-t
This spirit of respect v/hich my father had for
children interprets his literary method. He never condescended
to children, never talked dovm to them or wrote dov/n to them.
He believed they could understand large truths if they were
2 'iJ'-tod'cTA c^oofil* /•slll'l i^socrnrir -sriO
J'i^:d'8r£oo a xO oilo oU 8:>foocf />o'rr?^j:r(i ov/d- KxXf t:.c ;i'n:jri^x
.xid’.c;oY 'to Xad'xT^'ni e.I& rroi-tq-iOBcf^n
,
^cc'rXIXilo to d-rtomO* • /.-^xr'ro .to .•iViViciirlnJ! to aia oa rtl
.
A Aft ' y£x;^^ri: lot stoAoscxa .to sJ ^ntaxco tOv+Xj'd'.t.tROx.'-e
ocf d-eira pliv&A ov.ct.iv/ ofJu-Il ei'.C to c.-fX
ot Ld.'iODijiDj^a'xq 'loLiiod a ’ d-jodd.-fr 'roiVjxo iKS-jiOQ'x ^iijo&Xvo'xoico
. _'Icor£oa s’Xd'OoJA /io€ixio*):A to i^ocT laniion •<jIotXX:i9 sAo
'ic !;a »2 oxid- ,'^S8I to ioa‘iX Xcoiloa-\:a/>j:xi/fc a lo A
laovoi XJlXv; ,'u:3ii d'arid’ to noicMiifo lot LaJ5iT0'x<i. ati/Xa'rocrXI to
nji no iioxd'iLiXi'iaX JAsincoXs lo laol x-o&r/ noiifw rron-xop, eld-.cadaiocf a
ca rco'.cxiXiXio to d’A'^i/odt , 're-rs^^oii ,tXofdA .sorreiXcdo *101 i'lOQV'.ov
'rcrf;y ctoaaon: '•/err-r
-^orid iX \y<So hX^O'/ oif'.? !>-aX3d’ lanc.ftB-;
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:ot JbaA 'isfid-at riolAlv d-oogeoT: to Xi-'ioo cti^
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simply and clearly stated He never soii^ht for short and easy
v/ords, hut selected v;hat he thought the test word to express
his meaning. The child, he said, will get the meaning of the
word from the context, or if he does not, he will ask his mother
what the word means, and so he will he learning language,'^
Ahhott's literary method consisted of three innovations:
\
I, use of the logic and rhetoric of childhood, 2, vivid illustra
tion of religious doctrihe, 3. emphasis on the practical use
of religion. His constant theme is that the good life is a happy
one because the conscience is clear. Since this method and
purpose never changed, there are no definite divisions , ^outside
of series titles, to Ahhott^s work. Heither are we able to
find any "period” in his life when he devoted himself exclusiveljr
to one "aspect" of his thought. For the purpose of this survey,
we can divide his hooks into four rather general classifications
religious tracts, juveniles, histories, and hooks on education.
These classifications are of necessity arbitrary because all
of Abbott ^s books are interlarded with theology, instruction,
and history.
a. Religious Tracts.
Five religious tracts were among the most popular of all
of Abbott ^s books. The Young Christian (1832) . the most success-
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\ j.. . X
In The Yoim^ Christian
.
Abbott proposed to 1
explain and illustrate, in a simple manner, the principles
of Christian duty, and is intended, not for children, nor
exclusively for the young, but for all who are just commencing
a religious life, and v/ho feel desirous of receiving a
familiar explanation of the first principles of piety. As it
is a fact, hov/ever, that such persons are generally among the
youhg, that is, from fifteen to twenty-five years of age, the
work has been adapted in its style, and in the character of
its illustrations, to their mental habits.”
This book is characterized by colloquial style, short sentences^
and much dialogue to break up the pages. It purported to discus^
both sides of a question and gave reasons for the wrong or
right of a situation. As an example, let us take Abbott*s
discussion of Prayer; A young man going forth into the world
j
is told by his father that he may receive anything he asks
I
I
for. Abbott linlcs this illustration with the Biblical phrase
'^//hatsoever ye shall ask the Father, in my name, he will do
j
I
it.” But neither Father will give the son anything to harm him.
|
Often, concludes Abbott, a prayer cannot be ansv/ered because *
if the V7ish were granted, it might be harmful. God must also.
I
reserve the right to deny our requests if they interfere v/ith
j
the general good. Abbott follows this with another example
I
I
in which he realistically describes a storm at sea. The
j
j
passengers pray and discover that the best they can do is not
' to pray for safety from danger, but to find peace, knowing that -
God will do what is best. In this incident, it may be illuminat-+
ing to point out that Abbott became so engrossed in his
I




Th^ Chris t ian (
I
TewYork, 1832), p.3.
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so full "a narrative of the circumstances of a storm at sea,
and perhaps my reader has almost forgotten v^hat is my subject"*
Having pointed out that there must he a submissive spirit in
prayer, Abbott illustrates that the pagan Socrates died with
calmness because he trusted in a heavenly father.
This method of involving the reader in a colorful episode
and then discussing its religious implications is characteristi i
of the religious tracts. He v^as wise enough to choose i
episodes close enough to a child's experience to prove that
religion could solve everyday problems.
b. Juveniles.
Abbott's minor talent for story-telling found its best
|
out-let in his famous juveniles. The Rollo Books, the Lucy ‘
Books, the Florence Books enthralled several generations of
|
i
children with their realistic adventures. Rollo, the little
J
boy who has been loved, copied, and caricatured ever since his
|
creation is the best rounded and lively of all his characters, i
I
The world in which Abbott placed his children is fair,
clean, and economically sound. Their families were usually in
very good circumstances; the children were unusually good
children; the adults exhibited an unusual amount of knowledge
in giving the answers to abstruse q.uestions. The characters
move in a tight, smug v/orld of their ov;n, conventional and
j
I
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employed in illustrating and enforcing four principles for
I
parents : i
'When you consent, consent cordially.
' V/hen you refuse, refuse finally.
! When you punish, punish good-naturedly
.
Commend often; never scold.
The Rollo Books are filled with incidents that seem to have
been thought of primarily to demonstrate the effect of these
rules on children. One Sunday in Paris, Rollo and Jennie
1
follovred a croviTd into a circus thinking that it was a church.
When they returned to mother and Uncle G-eorge, mother, instead
of scolding Rollo, said, ’’Never mind, Rollo. I dont think you
were at all to blame ; though I am glad that you came out v/hen
you found out what sort of a place it was”. '




series have identical proportions and the same number of pages
J
Abbott seems to have written them in the same easy, confident
style of a man talking to a group of children around his
|
chair. The stories have no suspense and therefore no action !
;





comments, until a definite number of pages have been \Yritten.
.
It is easy to see v;hy the cosmopolitan atmosphere of
|
j
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Rollo’s Sxiropean adventiires proved so fascinating to the
insular child of nineteenth century hew England. The series
was not only a guide-book; it was cjhook of etiguette, a hook
of iQiowledge
,
ejid an adventure story. Through it all, the
I children were treated as eg.uals hy their parents.
V/hen Rollo did not travel, he conducted ^scientific
experiments V7ith fire, water, earth, and air, he studied how
to write letters, he worked, he played, he went to museums,
and he went to school. All the other Ahhott characters v;ent
through life with the same variety of experience and correct
demeanor
.
Barrett Wendell finds these juveniles "with their
unconscious humor and art, such admirable pictures of Yankee
14life about 1840." And he goes on to say that




it has a refinement which amounts almost to
!
V)distinction’; He goes on to say
Whatever you thiidc of the Holiday family and their friends,'
who may be taken as types of the Yankee middle class just i
I
after Gilbert Stuart painted the prosperous gentlemen of Boston,;
I
they are not vulga.r. The vjorld of "Little V/omen" is a far more '
sophisticated v/orld than that of Rollo, a bigger one, a rather !
braver one, and just as sweet and clean.
1
c. Histories.
I In the middle of his career, Abbott turned to v/riting
, ,
i
( Barrett Wendell, A Literary History of America (Hew York, 1901) i
;
p. 337.
i'*^op. cit., p. 337.
'%p. cit., p. 337.
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historical biographies which v/ere planned to supplement the
textbooks then being used in the schools. He v/as one of the
first of a long line of educators to recognize that memorizing
dates and names did not help the student to understand history.
As an antidote to the bare, factual chronicles of the forties, ;
he perscribed a love-sick Cleopatra, an Elizabeth valiant and
bitter by turns, a vulgar and cruel Henry the Eighth,
But, primarily an educator, he insisted on historical
accuracy and constant surveillance over every detail. In the
preface to The History of Queen Elizabeth , he states that
The narratives are not taJ.es founded upon history, hut
!
history itself Nothing is stated, not even the most minutel
and apparently imaginary details, without vrhat vms deemed
good historical authority.'^
Abbott attempted to recreate the spirit of the past and
allovred neither prudishness nor his personal convictions to
I
soften the truth. The realistic atmosphere of his histories is |
a far cry from the chaste thin-blooded background of the
juveniles, and shov/s a versatility in Abbott *s personality
little suspected. !
I
Obviously these books were intended for fairly mature '
I
minds. No reader of Hollo or Lucy would have been allowed in
those days to see Mr. Abbott’s violent description of Araspes’s
love for Panthea and the dire results thereof in Gyrus the Grea '
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A.bbott gave way to a grajadiloq-aent rush of words as this first
paragraph of Cleopatra testifies;
The story of Cleopatra is a story of crime. It is a
narrative of the course and the consequences of unlawful love.
In her strange and romantic history we see this passion portrayed
with the most complete and graphic fidelity in all its
influences and effects; its uncontrollable impulses, its
intoxicating its reckless and mad career, and the dreadful
remorse and ultimate dispair and ruin in which it always and
inevitably endsf*
Rev/riting history seemed to suit Abbott *s facile and not-
too-deep temperament. All his hitherto repressed love of color
and excitement in living seems to flash from the pages. Re-
reading them to-day, one can become absorbed in rich descriptions
which hardly belong in the vrritings of a New England Minister.
However, one alv;ays stops short after a page or two before the
familiar moralizing which never fails to crop up in a volume
I
of Abbott.
d. Books on Education.
i
Abbott’s book, The Teacher ( 1855 ) . is a textbook of
I
: educational psychology containing precepts v/hich he never i
I !
I
found necessary to change during the remaining fifty years of
|
his life. This book discusses the experiments in juvenile
education which he vras then conducting at The Mount Vernon
I
School, Designed as a handbook for teachers, it discourses on
I
j
the enjoyment and trials of teaching, as v/ell as mechanical i
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details of instruction and discipline, religious education,
the importance ”of Moral Influenc e
s
as a means of effecting
the objects in viev/V
He emphasizes the fact that, of all professions, teaching
deals most directly with human nature. The teacher experiments
upon the mind and only those who realize this will find
satisfaction in their work. It is only by studying the
intellectual results he wishes to accomplish that a teacher can
be successful.
Abbott then points out that too many teachers try to do
too many things at once. This can be eliminated by assigning
a particular time to every task. Abbott, it will be remembered,
used the "Study-Hour” plate and schedule as a symbol of
discipline
.
In another section of the book, he lists several suggestion!^
for teachers which deserve repeating if only to show how
modern his ideas were
:
1. Never do any thing for a scholar, but teach him
to do it for himself.
2. Never get out of patience v/ith dulness.
3. The teacher should be interested in all his
scholars
,
4. Do not hope or attempt to make all your pupils
alike
,
5. Do not allow the faults or obliq.uities of
character, or the intellectual or moral
wants of any individual, of your pupils,
to engross a disproportionate share of
yonr time
.
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6. The teacher should guard against unnecessarily
imhiting those faulty mental habits, to
which his station and employment
expose him,
7, Assume no false appearances, in your school,
either as to loiov;ledge or character,
Abbott, concluding the book, points out that religious
education has to be handled very carefully in a country v/ith so
many vatied opjmiojls. He suggests that the teacher go no
farther than those who support his school, for the employers
be
I have the right to decide what shouAd^taught
.
Forty years later in Gentle Measures in the Llanagement
and Training of the Young( 1872) , he addressed himself principally'
to parents, now several generations removed from the original
readers of Hollo, He advised on the best methods by which
parents may receive respect from their children. He saw no
,
1 1





i a repressive Victorian authority, hov/ever, but an authority i
I
I
based on firm and gentle measures. He did not advocate an over-
|
familiarity between parent and child resulting sometimes in j
lowering the barriers between different ages. A proper time
|
I
must be chosen to establish affection and sympathy. One must I
1
never allov; the child to see the parent in a tttnper, even when
in the act of punishing for disobedience.
I
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disparate opinions, little philosophic growth and the method o:l'
illustration and summary remain the same. V/hat Ahhott "believed
as a young man, he found no cause to q.uestion all his life.
Fears and douhts never seemed to have assailed him. One
cannot help admiring his instinctive sympathy for children
j
and his genius for solving educational problems one hundred I
I
years "before they v/ere dignified as a science.
*lo erfJ- JE>joce otjiqoRoSJiiic^, oZrfll ,Biroixiigo at/jTJscffilb
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Ill, Method of Bibliography
2^
The bibliography v/hich follov/s describes Abbott’s
publications in book or pamphlet form. A list of the volumes
|
i
not yet located appears in an appendix. The first edition of
each volume is the only one noted unless a follov/ing edition
v/as greatly revised. Such a revision is noted in the collation
of the first edition.
The method of collation is the sajne as that used by
Currier in his monumental bibliography of Whittier. The books
I
and pamphlets are listed chronologically. Since vertical
strokes to indicate the lining of the title-page are of no
importance in deterijjining editions, they are omitted. Printer’s!
I
rules and devices, however, are noted and the v/ording of the
title-page is copied verbatim , V/here there is no distinction
between upper and lower case, the compiler has tried to make
; the transcriptions as clear as possible, Sq[uare brackets are
‘I
used to note any information not directly quoted.
MQfhen the verso of the last leaf of any volume is blank,
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it has not "been incliided in the number of pages, but it is
noted in the collation.
Bindings are described whenever possible, and at least
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The Bihle-Class Booh, Designed for Bible=Classes
,
Sabbath Schoob
and Families, Copy right secured, Amherst:
jj






6f x 4 trimmed. Collation : A pamphlet of 23 pages v/ithout
j
wrappers. Sig, Gl. 2 in sixes. Page JjQ , title-page. blank;,!
Preface , — 8, To The Teacher, 23, text. Verso jl
of page 23 is blank:
, i
Copy Boston Public Library.
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Conversations on the Bible. Vifritten for the Massachusetts
Erodore
.
by the Publishing Committee. Y^rench rulej Boston: Printed
by T. R. Marvin, for the Massachusetts Sabbath School Union,





viii, 112 pages. A
preliminary signature in four and sig. 1 — 9 in sixes, 10 in
t\70. Page title-page
. >
copyright notice, 1829, by I
Christopher C. Dean. iv. Preface. lU — viii. Consents,
[l^— 112, text.
[rul^ RevisedSabbath School Union. ^ul^ By
The Boston Public Library copy has been rebound. The book was
probably issued as a pamphlet. Maps are inserted at pages 12,







The Bible Class Book, Designed For Bible Classes, Sabbath Schodb
and Families. Prepared for the Massachusetts Sabbath School
|
Union, By U. VI. Fiske and J. Abbott, Professors in Amherst
College. I^ulej Revised by the Publishing Committee,
Third Edition j^rench riile^ Boston: Printed by T. R. Marvin,
for the ilassachnsetts Sabbath School Union, And sold at their
Depository, ^ul^ 1829.
Leaf: 54- x 3"^/<jtrimmed. Collation: 36 pa^es. Si^. — 3 in
sixes. Page title-page. copyright notice, Feb. 6,1829,
by Samuel U. Tenney. 36, text.
Binding
:
G-reen paper v.n?appers . Printing on front cover v/ithin
decorated border: The Bible Class Book, Designed for Bible
Classes, Sabbath Schools, and Families. Prepared for the Mass-
achusetts Sabbath School Union, By N. W. Fiske and J. Abbott,
Professors in Amherst College. |^ul^ Do. I. —Scripture
History, j^ule, french rul^ Boston: Printed by T. R. Marvin,
for the Massachusetts Sabbath School Union, And sold at their
Depository. 1829. Advertisement printed on back cover
within decorated border headed: The Bible Class Book, 'i^ite
end-papers
.
Copy: Boston Public Library.
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The Little Philosopher, or The Infant School At Home, No. I
[rul0 By Erodore
.




5f x Z>^ trimmed. Collation
:
A pamphlet of 36 pages
with wrappers. Sig, — 3 in sixes. Page LL title-page
.
[ill. copyright notice, July 25, 1329, By Carter &nd Hendee
and printer’s note: Press of Putnam & Hunt, 41 Washington stree
L“0- Blank:. £iv]. frontispiece . 1-1 — viii. Preface. LI
— 36, text.
Binding : G-reen wrappers v;ith design enclosing title and puB-
lisher and printer’s name Below design on front cover.
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The Little Philosopher, or The Infant School At Home. No.
II. ^nl^ By Erodore
.
^iil£\ Boston: Carter & Hendee... 182;L
Leaf
:
x 3-^ trimmed. Collation: A pamphlet of 36 pages v«rith-
out wrappers. Sig. a — 3 in sixes. Page title-page
.
copyright notice, Gctoher 17, 1829, by Carter and
Hendee and printer’s note: Press of Putnam ^ Hunt. L“3. iv.
Preface
.
Lvl — 36, text.
Copy: American Antiquarian Society.
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The Little Philosopher, or The Infant School At Home. Ho. III.
By Erodore
.
j^rui^ Boston: Carter and Hendee.
1830.
Leaf: 5-^ X 3^ trimmed. Collation: A pamphlet of 36 pages v/ith
out wrappers. Sig. — 3 in sixes. Page l_lj , title-page.
copyright notice, December 24, 1829, by Carter and Hendee
and printer's note: Peirce and V/illiams, Printers. W — 36,
text
.
C opy I American Antiq.uarian Society.
II
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The Little Philosopher, or The Infant School At Home. Ho. IV.




5-^ x 3^- trimmed. Collation : A pamphlet of 36 pages v/ith-
out wrappers. Sig. W — 3 in sixes. Page D-J- title-page. [2],
copyright notice, April 26, 1830, hy Carter and Kendee and
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IThe Little Philosopher, or The Infant School At Home. No








5^ x3^- trimmed. Collation
:
A pamphlet of 35 pages v/ithout
!
v/'rappers . Psige a- title-page . copyright notice, ilay 15,
1830, hy Carter and HefLdee and printer’s note: Peirce and
Williams, Printers. — 34, text. \>53, advertisement
.
Verso of page is blank.
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A Lectiire on Maral Education, Delivered in Boston, Before the
American Institute of Instruction, Au^st S6, 1831. ^ul^







Leaf: 5*^^ trimmed. Collation: A pamuhlet of 22 pai9:es.
Page title-page. blank. — 22, text.
The pamphlet has been bound and the signatures cannot be
listed without hurting the volume.
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A Description of the Monrit Vernon Schnol in 1832, Being A Brief
Account of the Internal Arrangements and Plans of the Institntioii|.
Addressed to a New Scholar Not Published
By Jacob Abbott, Principal. Rouble rul^ Boston: Printed
by Peirce and Parker, No. 9, Comhill.
^ules in text0








Binding: Light blue paper. Printing within border of french
rules on cover: lj^rule"J Description of Mount Vernon School in
1832. Il^ul^ , Some copies are bound in boards covered v/ith
light blue paper.
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The Young Christian: or A Fsimiliar Illustration of the
Principles of Christian Duty, ^ul^ By Jacob Abbott,
Principal of the Mt. Vernon Female School, Boston. |rul£j
Boston: Published by Peirce and Parlcer. No. 9 Cornhill. *j|^ul£)
1832.
Leaf : ^ trimmed. Collation :
Sig. 1 — 27 in sixes. Page title-page
.
\ii3. copyright
notice, 1832, by Peirce & Parker. - vi. Introduction. |i
xi. Contents. tin. blank. — 323, text. jj
Verso of 323 is blank. I
— 323 pages.
Binding : Marbled paper on boards, leather at comers and on
spine. Spine: ornaments stamped in gold. G-old printing: Young
Christian. Marbled end-papers.
Copy: Library of Congress
Boston Public Library.
I
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Inouiries Concerning the Intellectual Powers, and the Invest-
igation of Truth. ^ul^ By John Ahercromlie
,
M. D. F.R.S.
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh, &c
.
and First Physician to His Majesty in Scotland. j]rul£J V.ith
additions and explanations to adapt the work to the use of
schools and academies. By Jacob Abbott. Ij^ublisher ’ s devic^





276 pages. Sig. 1 — 24
in sixes. Pages a. 2, advertisements. , title-page.
,
copyright notice, 1833, by Jacob Abbott and printer’s
note: P. Canfield, Printer, Hartford. 6, Preiface dated





Introduction. \^7^ — 276, text. The final leaf is bla.nk.
Binding : Blue cloth with paper label on spine. Printing on
label: l[double rule]^ Inquiries concerning the Intellectual
Powers, by J. Abercrombie, M. D. J^ul^ Prepared for the
use of Academies, by the Rev. Jacob Abbott. [rul^ Hartford,
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The Teacher: or Mora.1 Influences Employed in the Instruction
and Government of the Young; Intended Chiefly to Assist Young
Teachers in Organizing and Conducting Their Schools. By
Jacob Abbott, La,te Principal of the Mt..iVemon Female School,
luass. ^ul0 Boston: Published by Peirce and Parker. ^’ul0
1833.
Leaf: x 4£ untrimmed. Collation: S93
, lil pages. Sig.
— 25 in sixes. Page 111- title-page
.
11. copyright
notice, 1833, by Peirce and Parker. liil, dedicatory note.





txiil. blanlc. —293, text. Verso
of 293 is blanlr. The following leaf is blanlc and advertisements
are on the final tv/o leaves.
Binding : Light red cloth with paper label on spine. Printing |l
within border on label: The Teacher By J. Abbott ^ul^ '
Boston: Peirce & Parker, 1833. An engraved title-page is
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Fire-Side Piety, or the Duties sJid Fn^oyments of Family Religion
Containing Part I. — Come To Prayer, Part II. —Home Hade
Happy. Jriil^ Hew-York : Leavitt
,
lord & Co. 182 Broadway,
Boston: — Crocker & Brewster. 1834,
Leaf: 6 x4-untrimmed , Collation: 237 pages. Sig.H — 20 in
sixes. Page title-page
. Id , copyright notice, 1834, by I
Leavitt, Lord & Co. and stereotyper’s and printer’s notes:
Hev7-York: Francis F. Ripley, Stereotyper. \Yest & Trov;, Printers
,
Id , Notice, dated Boston, April 1, 1834 and signed Jacob j|
Abbott
. Id- blank. Id- 8, Contents. Cd — 237, text. The !





Binding; Brov.n ribbed cloth with an all-over leaf design.
j|
i
Circular ornament within border stamped in blind on covers. |
Grold stamping on spine: Fire-Side Piety Abbott’s
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The Duties of Parents', in regard to The Schools Where Their
I
Children are Instructed. A Lecture, delivered "before
!
The American Institute of Instruction, at their Pifth Annual
I
!
lleeting. |Q?ul^ By Jacob Abbott. Jrul0 Published by
!
order of the Institute. |french rul^ Boston; Tuttle and





^ ^3 trimmed. Collation
;
A pamphlet of 16 pages.
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3ig. in t\vo, 2 in six. Page K. title-page . , A note
! about the Institute dated Boston, August 26, 1834 and copy-
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Early Piety, By Rev. Jacob Abbott, Boston, Massachusetts
1 Samuel, 15:19. ’’And Samuel grev;, and the Lord was with him".
^ul^ From the American Rational Preacher. New-
York: Published by John S. Taylor, Brick Church Chapel,
Opposite the City Hall 18554. D. Fanshav/, Printer.
Leaf: 4'^<^xS£ trimmed. Collation: 77 pages. Sig.iJl - in
eights with a set of printed signatures fir binding in fours






by John S. Taylor. 77, text. Verso of page 77 is blank.




Green ribbed cloth. Front cover: Flov/er and leaf
I
design stamped in blind, heaves within circle stamped in gold
on front cover. Gold printing in circle on front cover: Early
Piety by J. Abbott. Back cover: Flov/er and leaf design stamped
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The Family At Home or Familiar Illustrations of l%e Various
Domestic Duties, './ith An Introductory Notice, By G-. D. Ahhott.




trimmed. Collation: 363 pages. Sig.^^ — 30
in sixes, 31 in tv-o. Page title-page. 0. copyright
notice, 1834, by Garter, Hendee & Co. 4, Notice signed
Gorham D. Abbott and dated Boston, Dec. 22, 1833. — 8,
Contents.
^9^ — 363, text. Verso of 363 is blank:.
An engraved title-page with tissue guard is inserted before
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— 162 pages.
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viii, Contents. 9 162, text.
Binding; Dark blue ribbed cloth stamped in blind with a flov/er
and leaf design. Spine: gold printing; Right and Wrong, ••hite
end-papers
.
Cody ; Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
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The Corner-Stone, or A Familiar Illustration of the Principles
of Christian Truth. "Jesus Christ himself "being the chief
Corner Stone " By Jaco"b Abbott. Author of ’The Young Christian,’ i
and ’The Teacher I Boston: Bublished by V.'illiam Peirce. Mev/
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title-page. copyright nttice, 1834,
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;Press of V/ebster and Southard, 9 Cornhill, Boston. Stereotyped
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The Pp.stor’s Daughter: of the Vi’ay of Salvation Explained To A
Young Inquirer. From Reminiscences of the Conversations of a
late Distinguished Divine, j^ul^ liTritten For Ahbott's
Fireside Series. lQ*ul^ Nev; York: Published hy Leavitt, Lord
Sc Co. 180 Broadway. Boston: - Crocker & Brev/ster, 47 V/ashington
Street, Q?ul^l835.
Leaf: x trimmed. Collation: viii. 236 pages.
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Advertisement. DO. blank. — viii.
Contents
, D0 — 236, text.
Binding: Brov;n pebbled cloth. Wreath within two rectangles
stamped in blind on covers. Printing in blind v^ithin wreath:
Abb&tt's Series. G-old printing on spine: Pastor’s Daughter
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The Mother’s Friend: or Familiar Directions for forming the
,
Mental and MoreJL Habits of Yonng Children. Hevi^-York: 'I
Leavitt, Lord & Go., 182 Broadv;ay, Boston: - Crocker & Brewster*
1835.
Leaf: 6 x 3^|<j/ trimmed . Collation: x, — 240 pages. Sig.
13 — 20 in sixes. Page title-page . copyright
notice, 1834, by Leavitt, Lord & Co. and stereotyper’s and
priner’s notes: Stereotsrped by F. F. Rijiley. D. Fanshav/,
Printer. QiO. American Editor’s ITotice. blank. DO-
Preface.
»
blank, \vir3 — x. Contents. [iQ — 240, text.
Binding: G-reen cloth, stamped in blind with diamond design.
V/reath v/ithin tv/o rectangles stamped in blind on covers.
Blind printing within v;reath: Abbott’s Series. Gold printing
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The Mount Vernon Reader, A Course of Reading Lessons, Selected
with reference to their moril, influence on the hearts and lives!
i
of the young. Designed for Middle Classes. By the Messrs.
j
Ahhott. ^uf^ New York, Van Nostrand & Dvright, No. 146
|
INassau Street. (American Tract Society’s House.) 1835. i
Leaf: 5^- xZ>-k trimmed. Collation: vi , 252 pages. Sig.
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LO — 21 in sixes. Lage IQ- title-page . copyright j
notice, 1835, hy George Spring and stereotyper’s note:
Stereotyped "by F. F. Rijley. New-York. Qig, [if]. Contents
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The Way For A Child To Be Saved, With Engravings
.
j^rrl^
Written for the Children's Fire-Side Series, [^ul^ Bew York:
Puhlished hy Leavitt, Lord, & Co., 182 Broadway. Boston: —




?f x 3£ trimmed. Collation
:
17 5 pages. Sig.^lJ — 15
in sixes. Page \i3. Children's Fire-Side Series, K. "blank.
title-page
. Li. copyright notice, 1835, "by Leavitt, Lord,!'
& Co. and stereotyper's note: Stereotyped "by F. F. Ripley. (”0,1
'I
Preface, hlanlo. L’Q , Contents, , "blank. ca- 175, j|
i !
text. The final five pages are "blank, ji
Bindihg: Purple cloth. Front cover: Diamond design stamped in
|j
Blind. Series title enclosed "by tv/o rectangles stamped in
"blind against a gold "backgrotdid . Back cover: Same as front
cover withont gold "backgrornd. Spine: gold printing: The V/ay
For A Child To Be Saved. Yellow end-papers.
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Real Dialogues on the Evidences of Christianity, From "Death
Bed Scenes," By a Clergyiuan of the Church of England. ]~rule^
Prepared for Abbott’s Fire-Side Series. ^ule~) Hew Yorh;
Published by Leavitt, Lord, & Co., 18S Broadway. Boston:-
Crocher & Brevjster, 47 Washin.;ton Street. ^VuT^ 1835,
Leaf: 6 x 3f trimmed. Collation: t-d — 270 pages.
Sig. Ld — 23 in sixes. Page td. title-page . Ld- copyright
notice, 1834, by Leavitt, Lord & Co., and stereotyper’s note:
Stereotyped by F. F. Ri|)ley, \iid. iv. Preface by the
American Editor. td - vii, Contents. blank:, UJ-
270, text. The following dive pages have advertisements.
The filial page is blanlc.
Illustration: An engraving is inserted opposite the title-page.
Binding
:
Blue cloth. Series title and decorated border stamped
in blind on covers. G-old printing on spine: Real Dialogues
Abbott’ s Fire-Side Series. Vihite end-papers.
6o~oy ; Hew York Public Library,
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Chinese. As illustrated in the history of their intercourse
I
:^v;ith foreigners, ^ul^ V/ritten for Abbott’ s Fireside- Series,
I
Ij^ouble rul^ Kev; York: Published by Leavitt, Lord, & 0o.
182 Broadway. Boston: Crocker & Brev/ster, Y^^ul¥^ 1855.
Leaf: 6 x 3f untrimmed. Collation: 264 pages. Sig. \J] -
1 22 in sixes. Pages^^
,
blank. China and The English.
blank. title-page . copyright notice, 1834, by
Leavitt, Lord, & Co. and printer’s note: D. Fanshaw Printer.




Bark green cloth stamped in blind with small square
design and uross within circle and two borders stajxiped in
blind on covers. Gold stamping on spine: China and The English,
^ul^ Abbott’s Fire-Side Series. Yellow end-papers.
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The Family Story Book. Vol. 11. Yriile~^ Compiled, by the
Editors of the Popular library, ^^ul^ Boston: John Aliened:
Co. 1835.
Leaf: 3§ 'untrimmed. Collation: 236 paiS^es. 3i^. DD-
20 in sixes. Page 1?]. blank. , title-page. W , copy-
right notice, 1834, by John Allen & Co. r-nd stereotyper's note:
Stereotyped by Shepard, Oliver and Co. No. 3 Water Street.
Lsi. Notice
. to , blank. to , Contents. to , blank. K -
236, text. The penviltimate leaf is blank, and the final leaf
is pasted to the cover.
Binding: Green pebbled cloth with lamp encircled by wreath
within border stamped in blind on covers. Gold stamping on
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The V/ee}c-Day Book For Boys and Oirls. By the Editors
of the Popular Library, jj^ouble rul^ Boston: John Allen &
Co. ^ul0 1835.
Leaf: ^ untrimriied , Collation: 232 pa^es. Si^. ra-
! 19 in sixes, in one
,
21 in one . Page LB. blank. U}>
frontispiece
. L^l. title-page . ta. copyright notiisre, 1854, by
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Binding: Purple cloth with lamp encircled by vireatli within
I
border stamped in blind on covers, add stamping on dpine
:
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Week Day Book. White end-papers.
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The Sahhath-Day Book for Boys and G-irls. ^iil^ By the editori




4'/^ untrimmed. Collation: 230 pages. Sig. [^ij —
18 in sixes, 19 in eight. Page
,
blahl^. LCl , frontispiece.
title-page
. ,
copyright notice, 1834, by John Allen &
Co. and stereotyper_^;s note: Boston: Stereotyped by Shepard,
Oliver and Co. No. 3 V/ater Street. LsJ , Preface
. L€. blank.
L]. 8, Contents. — 230, text.
Binding: G-reen pebbled cloth Y/ith border design and center
ornament stamped in blind on covers. Gold stamping on spine:
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Hew England, and Her Institutions
.
^ul^ By one of her sons,







]l^ — 271 pages.
I
Sig. ^^A^in tv;o, Gl in four, — 22 in sixes, 23 in four. Page
The American jPopular Library. Conducted by an association
i
of gentlemen. Boston: John Allen & Co. 1835. tig. blank. i|
4, Advertisements. CvJ. title-page
. t^O. copyright i|
notice, 1835, by John Allen & Co. and stereotyper’s note: |
Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. —
^(incorrectly numbered xiT^
,
Table of Contents. \l(0 > blank,
kill . Preface
.
ti0. blank. HO- 271, text. Verso of 271 1
|is blank.
Binding: Green pebbled cloth with larnip encircled by v/reath
vfithin border sta'iiped in blind on covers. Gold stamping on i
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The Little Scholar Learning To Talk. A Picture Book Bor Aollo.
By His Bather. l[jignett^ Rollo reading his hook. Q-ul^
Boston: John Allen And Co. 1855.
L© ai* • 5 trximned. Collation : *\rii
. U] — 179 pages.
Two leaves unsigned, sig. 1— 14 in sixes, 15 in four. Page
H. title-page . copyright notice, 1855, by John Allen
d Co., and printer's note: Tuttle and Weeks, Printers. tiiO
iv. Contents. viii, Notice To Parents. — 179,
text. Verso of 179 is blanJc.
Binding
:
Contemporary, of maroon calf, gilt. One line fillet
stamped in blind on covers. Two-line lozenge -shaped frame
i
with t:3i]Le iu center stajnped in gold on front cover. White
end-papers
.





The story of the discovery of this, the first edition
of Rollo Learning To Talk , and a more complete description
of the book can be found in Yalta Parma, ’’The Little Scholar
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Rollo Learning 5o Read; or, Easy Stories for Yoimg Children.
]jrul^ By the author of The little Scholar Learning to Talk,
^ul^ Boston: John Allen & Co, 1835.
Leaf
:
S^trimmed . C ollation
: t?] — 180 pages.






copyright notice, 1835, by John
Allen & Co., and stereotyper’s note: Boston: Stereotyped by
Shepard, Oliver, & Co., 3 Water Street. Ld , vi , Notice to
Parents, dated Roxbury, hov. 5, 1835. » Contents, ^ii^ ,
blank. ca — 180, text.
Binding: Contemporary, of maroon ceLf
,
v/ith fillet border
stamped in blind on covers. Frame v/ith rounded corners and
title in center stamped in gold on front cover. Six rulis
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The Way To Do Good: or The Christian Character Mature, The
seq.uel to The Young Christian and Corner-Stone, By JacoD
Abbott
.
^ul^ Boston: Published by V/illiam Peirce. 1836,
Leaf: 4^trimraed. Collation: 348 pages. Sig.H — 29
in sixes. PageLL title-page . copyright notice, 1836,
by V/illiam Peirce and stereotyper's note: Stereotyped by T. G.
Wells So Co. Boston. iv. Preface, dated Boston, March
1836. W — xi. Contents. blank:, Ud - 348, text.
Binding
:
Brovm ribbed cloth with an all-over leaf design
stamped, in blind on covers. Gold stamping on spine: [double
ruli^ The Way To Do Good. By Jacob Abbott, [double rul^
[picture of cros^ , White end-papers.
Illustration: An engraved title-page and frontispiece are
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Hoaryhead, and The Vallies Below. Or Truth Through I’iction.
By Jacob Abbott, author of The Young Christian.
I^our line s
Crocker & Brev/ster, 47 V/ashington-street. 1838




6| x 3|- trimmed. Collation: 308 pages. Sig. T^Hin two,
I
^




1838, by Jacob Abbott. 03 , Contents. Is], blanlc. 03 — 308,
I
I ext . Page OCl is the recto of the first leaf of the first
signature
.
Binding: Light brov/n cloth. Building v/ithin filigree border
design stamped in blind on covers. G-old stamping on spine:
ruL^ By Jacob Abbott.
Illustration: An engraving is inserted opposite the title-
page.
Rouble rule^ Hoaryhead french
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Rollo At Play; or, Safe Amusements, ^'ul^ By the author of
"Rollo Learning to Talk," and "Lea,rning to Read."
Boston: T. H. Carter, Agent ^ulel 18S8
.
Leaf: 6f x 4 trimmed. Collation: 192 na^es. Si^.DP D3 in
sixteens with a set of printed signatures for binding in
eights althoi'^h none are provided for sixteens. Page id.
Rollo At Play; or Safe Amusements. D] frontispiece. DP
title-page
. DJ. copyright notice, 1837, by T. H. Carter,
Agent, and stereotyper's note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type
and Stereotype Foundry.
,
Notice to Parents. D]. Contents
and engravings
. 10 - 191, text. ornament
.
Binding ; Purple or brovn ribbed cloth stamped in blind with a





The Amy Lov/ell copy in the Harvard College Library has
a presentation inscription dated January 1, 1838. The stories
in Rollo At Play and Rollo At L ork were republished
separately as Tlie Rollo Story Bonks.
C opy :Harvard College Library.
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Rollo At liVork; or, The Y/ay For A Boy To Learn To Be Industrious
^rul^ By the author of ”Rollo Learning to Talk," and
"Learning to Read," j^rul^ Boston: T. H. Carter,
Agent ^ule^ 1838.
Leaf: 6^ x 3f trimmed. Collation: 191 pages. Sig. ra-
U^Jin sixteens v;ith a set of printed signatures for Binding
in eights although no signatures are provided for sixteens.
Page QQ , Rolla ^icj At Work: or The W'ay To Be Industrious.
frontispiece
. U]' title-page . , copyright notice,
1837, By T. H. Carter, Agent, and stereotyper’s note: Stereo-
typed at the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. H , Contents
and engravings
. ,
ITotice to Parenii. L’] — 191, text.
Verso of 191 is Blank.
Binding: Purple riBBed cloth stamped in Blind v/ith a flower and




The Amy Lowell copy in the Harvard College LiBra.ry has
a presentation inscription dated January 1, 1838.
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azLd "Learning to Read.
1839.
the author of "Rollo Learning to
York: Samuel
Leaf : 6 4 tiimmed. Collation: 197 pages. Sig. — 16 in
sixes and sig. 17 in four. Page til , Blank. frontispiece
.
title-page
. a , copyright notiTffe, 1838, by T. H. Carter
and printer’s note: Tuttle, Bennett, and Chisholm, Printers
—
17 School Street. C?] , Prefatory Notice dated Roxhury, Uctober
18, 1838.
,
Contents. — 197, text. Verso of 197 and




G-reeh cloth stamped in blind v/ith a leaf design.
Double rule rectangle stamped in gold on front cover. Gold
stamping on spine: Rollo At. School. V'Jhite end-papers.
Note : The Amy Lovrell copy in the Harvard College Library has
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.'' xa^X. .- i>f.jX'. >\r .C.X'Crr.'iu s ad’Ci .. Uar.'rzi':
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p. »?5n:xt^
XlCt^j .'TGVoo ifn'j'x'x nr- '\Co;p. ifX Xo<i.arfti'e «X:;)iijed‘Of>'r P.On olcfx’oC
. :3q-jc;-rr ^ :'xl:.. . J vriG- .cj-A oXIoa r< - p,aXqx:^d8
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-ijBXi Ix XiiiYv/iX: !.n.+ .'fi
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Calel) In The Coimtry. A Story For Children. By the author of
the Rollo Books, ^ul'^ Boston: Published by Crocker &
Brev.'ster, 47, Y/ashiqs^on Street. 1839,
Leal: 3f trimmed. Collation: 180 pa^es. Sig. Qi- 15
in sixes. Page title-page. L^l , copyright notice, 1839,
by Crocker & Brevrster and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped at
the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. t3. 4, Prefatory




Bark green pebbled cloth. Leaf and shell border
design stajiiped in blind on covers. G-old stamping on spine:
Y^ouble rule^ Caleb in the Country, by Abbott. Rouble
rul^
.
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X £ii‘ Xfc*quij3J <? asXx "I f'XoXi'oX io wXxfx sx'^yoc .
Caleb In Town. A Story for Children. By the author of the Hollo
Books, ^ul^ Boston: Published by CrocZ^er o: Brewster, 47,
Washington Street. 1839.
Lea,f : 3£ trimmed. Collation: 180 rages. Sig.M — 15
in sixes. Page title-page. copyright notice, 1839,
by Crocker & Brewster and stereot^;^er ’ s note: Stereotyped at
the Boston Typa and Stereotype foundry. 4, Prefatory




Light green ribbed cloth. Leaf and shell dorder
design stamped in blind on covers. Gold stamping on spine:
l^ouble rul^ Aaleb in Tov/n. by Abbott. ]^ouble rul^
.
Filigree design stamped in blind on spine. Chocolate end-
papers .
Illustration: An engraving is inserted opposite the title-page.
I
Copy: Harvard College Library.
American Antiquarian Society.
erit '!:o ^•or(^<‘J:^3 od'J’ ' , -to-M. ^ *20^ 7r0.tr Ti .tc.w^i' xiX (f5»r.->0
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McDonner; or Truth Throu^gh Fiction. Abbott,
Author of The Young Christian. ^r^^ "There is, therefore,
no condemnation them that are in Christ Jesus." — Rom. |





^ trimmed. Collation: 4 ,1—283 pages. Sig.^J in
t^.'JO
, a — 23 in sixes, 24 in four. ?ageQ.J , title-page.
2, copyright notice, 1839, by Jacob Abbott. 10. 4, Preface,




G-reen ribbed cloth staiaped in blind on covers with
a flov/er and leaf design. Spine: Flov;er and leaf design
stamped in blind. Gold printing: jXouble rul^ McDonner
Ijrench rule^ By Jacob Abbott J^ouble rul^ • Brown
end-papers
•
Illustration: An engraving is inserted opposite the title-page
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Jonas’s Stories; Related to Rollib and Lucy. By the author of
the Rollo Books. ^ule~| Boston: William I). Ticknor. 1839.
Leaf • trinnned. Oollatx on « 180 uap^e s . S . — 15
in sixes. Pa.ge advertisement
. a -a , Blank,
frontispiece • title-page . copyright notice, 1839,
By T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped at the
Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. Cd , Prefatory Notice.
Contents . 180, text.
Binding
:
G-reen riBBed cloth with leaf design at corners
within Border stamped in Blind on covers. Seven sets of douBle
rules stamped in Blind on spine. Gold stamping on spine:
^ouBle rule^ Jonas’ Stories. By ABBott. jTouBle rul£j
Chocolate end-papers.
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Rollo’s Vacation, By the author of "Rollo At School,"
8cq &c
.
^ule~^ Boston: Crosby and Company.
1839.
leaf: 64 x 4 ierimmed. Collation: 191 oaisres. Si^?: \S\ - LiQ
in sixes. Page
,
blank. 1^3. frontispiece, 3 , title-page.
U3- copyright notice, 1838, by T. H. Carter, and stereotyper ’t
note: Stereotype* by Geo, A. and J. Curtis, Rew England Type
and Stereotype Foimdry. 1^3- Prefatory Notice, dated Roxbury




Greeb ribbed cloth stamped in blin^ with a leaf and





The Amy Lov/ell copy in the harvard College library has
a presentation inscription dated Jan. 1, 1839.
G opy Harvard College library.
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v.YB'rcTXt:: .-.^g-rXIoo XnB'iriBl pxq-'X :'
Rollo’s Experiments. By the author of Hollo Learning to Talk,
to Read, At V/ork, At Blay, At School, At Vacation, &c
.
j^rul^
Boston: Weeks, Jordan, and Company. 1839.
Leaf: 6^- x 4 trimmed. Collation: 180 pages. Sig. 03- 15
in sixes. Pages li]. 2. L^3. advertisements . IQ , Blank.
LQ. frontispiece . LQ. title-page . LQ. copyright notice,
1839, By T. H. Carter, and stereotyper's note: Stereotyped at
the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. K- Contents . DQ*
BlanZ-c. tQ - 180, text.
Binding
:
Black or green riBBed cloth. Ornamental stamp within
Box rule stamped in Blind on Both covers. The top rule has the
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Rollo’s Museimi. By the author of Hollo Learning to TaJ.k, to
Read, At Work, At Play, At School, At Vacation, &c. y~rule~|
Boston: V/eeks, Jordan, and Company. 1839.
Leaf
:
6^- x 4Y^triinmed. Collation: 187 pages. Sig.
^1^ — 15




. tl. copyright notice, 1839, hy T. H.
Carter and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type
and Stereotype Foundry. 10. Contents
. L0. hlank. to — 187,




Black ribbed cloth. Ornamental stamp within box rule
stamped in blind on covers. The top rule has the name of the
binder. G-old printing on front cover: Rollo’s kuseum.
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The Mount Vernon Reader; A Course of Heading Lessons, Designed
for Senior Glasses, ^rul^ By the Messrs. Ahhott. ^ul0
Boston: V/illiam Crosby and Company. Sold by the booksellers
generally throughout the country. ]Q?uleJ 1840.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 300 pages. Sig. W — 25
in sixes. Pages tKO. blank . , title-page. copyright
notice, 1839, by T. H. Garter and stereotyper’s note:
Stereotyped at the Boston Lype oud Stereotype Foundry.
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Rollo’s Travels. By the author of Rollo learning to Talk, to
Read, At Work, At Play, At School, At Vacation, &c
.
^ule~~|
Boston: ’Villiam Groshy and Company, 118 Washington Street. 1840.
Leaf: t x 4 trimmed. Collation: 189 pa^es. Si^. M - W0
in eighth v/ith printed signatures for "binding in sixes, although






copyright notice, 1839, by T. H.
Garter, and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type
and Stereot^/p)e Foundry. Notice
. W , Contents. M -
189, text. Verso of 189 is blank. The final leaf is usually
pasted under the end-paper.
Binding: Brov/n, grey, or black ribbed cloth stamped in blind
with ornamental floual design within box rule on covers.
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Kollo’s Correspondence. By the author of •^•ollo Learning to
Talk, to Read, At Y/ork, At Play, At School, At Vacation, occ
.
I^ule^ Boston: William Crosby and Company, 118 Washington
Street, 1840.
Leaf: 6 t x 4 trimmed. Collation: 189 pages. Sig. — 16
in sixes. Page Id , title-page. Ld- copyright notice, 1839,
by T.H. Carter and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped at the
Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. Cd- notice . Id , blanlr.
,
Contents. Ld. blank. Id- 189, text. Verso of 189 is




Black or green ribbed cloth stamped in blind with a
leaf design and box rule on covers. Gold stamping on front
cover: Kollo’s Correspondence, V/hite end-papers.
Note
:
The Amy Lowell copy in the Harvard College Library had
a presenta-tion inscription da.ted Dec, 25, 1859,
Copy : Harvard College Library.
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Jonas A Judge; or, Lav; Among the Boys. By the author of The






6| x 3f trimmed. Collation: 179 pages. Sig.
^1^ — 15
in sixes. Page W , hlonk. , frontispiece. tCl. title-page
.
copyright notice, 1840, hy T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped at the Boston 'T'ype and Stereotype Foundry.
Ls]. Preff>ce . blsnk. Contents . , hlan-k. LG-
179, text. Verso of 179 is hlanlc.
Binding: Dark hrovni rilhed cloth v;ith filigree design within
Border stamped in Blind on covers. G-old stamping on spine:
^ouBle rul0 Jonas A Judge. By ABBott. ^douBle rul?].
Filigree design stamped in Blind on spine. Chocolate end-papers.
C opy : Harvard College niBrary.
Massachusetts Historical Society.
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The Rollo Code of Morals; or, The Rules of Duty for Children.
Arranged with Questions for the use of Schools, ^rul^ hy




^ul^ Boston: Published by Crocker « Brev/ster, 47 Washing
ton Street. ^ul^ 1841.





by Jacob Abbott and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped at the
Boston Type aus Stereotype Foundry.
ra. 4, 5,
Preface.
Contents . — 139, text. Verso of 139 is blank. Adyertisements
on the last four pages of the last gathering.
Binding
:
Black ribbed cloth, ornamental border design within
box rule stajnped in blind on covers. Ornaments stamped in
blind above and below the ^old printing on the spine: j^wo
rules^ Rollo Code of Morals |^/o rule^. Brovm end-papers.




Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
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Vo ,ncidoollo0 :!coiI ctaX : ycoO j
The Rollo Philosophy. Part I. Water. By the
author of the Rollo Books, ^ul^ Philadelphia: Published hy
Hogan and Thompson. Boston: G-ould, Kendall, and Lincoln. 184E,
leaf: 6-^ :x: 4 trimmed. Collation: 192 oages, 3ig. ^ in
alternate gatherings of eights and fours. There is also a set
of printed signatures ffor Binding in sixes. Page
,
hlanjc.
© , advertisement. title-page . , copyright notice,
1841, By T. K. Garter and stereotyper ^ s note: Stereotyped at
the Boston Tjrpe and Stereotype Foundry. 6, Preface.
8, Contents. — 192, text.
Binding
:
Black cloth. Ornate wreath design stamped in Blind
on covers. Filigree leaf design aBove and Below douBle rule
rectangle stamped in gold on spine. G-old stamping on spine:
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Jhe Rollo Philosophy. Part II. Air. By the
author of the Rollo Books, ^ul^ Philadelphia: Published by
Hogan and Thompson. Boston :GrouJLd, Kendall, and Lincoln. 1842.
Leaf
:
6-^ x 4 trimmed. Collation : 192 pages. Sig, 1^3
—
• h
in alterna;te gatherings of eights and fours. There is also




notice, 1841, by T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s note:
Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype Boundry. C3.
Preface
. w. 8, Contents. L3 — 192, text.
Binding
:
Black cloth. Ornate v/reath design stamped ih blind
on covers. Filigree leaf design above and below double rule
rectangle stamped in gold on spine. G-old stamping on spine:
Rollo ’s Second Philosophy. Y/hite end-papers.
Copy I Harvard College library
r r. fry-Tr ^
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/'niSd fit i;eq-L.'j3;^ e: rf3Xe:9i> od-x:m.> .voXu :£oaxX
dXxj'i voXr-<c X.iia ovoa,*^ £j:^^xa9X ‘ja’i^XX.ti .a'xovoo £30
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Jonas On A Farm in S-ummer, 3y the author of the Hollo Books,
^ul^ Boston: Published by W. B. Ticknor. 1842.
l^eaf
:
x 3| trimmed. Collation: 178 pages. Sig. ^ij — 15




. t®3. copyright notice, 1841, by T, H. Carter and
stereotyper * s note; Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereo-
type Foundry,
,
Preface. 1^3 , blank. \193. 10, Contents.
— 178, text. The final leaf is blank.
Binding
;
Black ribbed cloth v;ith filigree design at comers
within border stsunped in blind on covers. Six sets of double
rules stamped in blind on the spine. Gold stamping on the
spiijje
:
Rouble rul0 Jonas ffln A Farm j^ouble rul^ Summer
Rouble rul^ . Yellov/ end-papers.
Note
;
The Amy Lowell copy in the Harvard College Library has
a presentation inscription dated Jan. 1, 1842,
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Jonas On A Farm In Winter. By the author of the Hollo Books,
^ul^ Boston: Published by Vi. D. Ticknor. 184E.
leaf: 6i x 3f trimmed. Collation: 180 pa,e:es. Si,e:. ra —• 15
in sixes. Page W , blank. 0. frontispiece . 1^1. title-page
.
copyright notice, 1841, by T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped at the Boston ^'ype and Stereotype foundry.




G-reen ribbed cloth with filigree design at corners
v/ithin border stamped in blind on covers. Six sets of double
rules staraped in blind on the spine. Gold stamping on the
spine: Rouble rul^ Jonas On A Farm. Rouble rul^ Winter
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The llev; Testament of Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ;
Translated out of the original Greek, and with the former
translations diligently compared and revised; with brief ex-
planatory notes. Boston: Published by Crocker &nd
Brewster, 47 Y/ashington Street. ^uJ.^ 1842.
Leaf: 7^x 4;| trimmed. Collation: 586 PEiges. Sig. — 49
in sixes. Pages ®^^ssing. title-page. copy-
right notice, 1841, by Jacob Abbott and John S. C. Abbott and
stereotyper's note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereo-
type Foundry. Preface dated Boston, Sept. 1842 and
signed by Jacob Abbott and John S. G. Abbott.
,
blank.
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Cousin Lucy At Study. By the author of the Hollo Books, ^ul^
Boston: Puhlished "by B. B. Mussey, 1842.
Leaf: ^7“^^ trimmed. Collation: 180 -paA'es. Si^. M-
15 in sixes. Page 0-3. hlanlc. [sjj, frontispiece. til. title-page
UQ. copyright notice, 1841, by T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped at the Boston i’ype and Stereotype Foundry.
t^3.
Preface
. td , blank. t’3. 8, Contents. ra — 180, text.
Binding
:
Green ribbed cloth with oval filigree design v/ithin
border stamped in blind on covers. Gold stamping on spine:
'filigree ornament^ Cousin Lucy At Study igree
ornameni^ . Chocolate end-p8.pers.
Copy: Harvard College Library.
American Antiauariau Society.
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Cousin Lucy At Play. By the author of the Rollo Books, ^rul^
Boston: Published by B. B. Mussey. 184S.
Leaf : trimmed. Collation: 180 pages, ”^1^ —
15 in sixes. Page blank. frontispiece
.
1^3 , title-
page. copyright notice, 1841, by T. H. Carter and
stereotyper ^ s note: Stereotyped at the Boston ‘^'yp© and
Stereotype Foundry. 1^3 , Preface. to- blank. 8, Contents.
t?3- 180, text.
Binding: G-reen pebbled cloth with oval filigree design and
center ornament v;ithin border stamped in blind on covers.
Gold stampmng on spine: [filigree ornamen-^ Cousin Lucy At,
Play l^iligree ornament^. Light brov/n end-papers.
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&A 'v;ox,'X njteGTOO ^^rtsaran'ro Vlj : artiga xto ^^iiigausd-e 3Xo€
, G'r9g.:<g-Xr:<^ itvo'xX XifeiX. . i^j-jxoOB-Tio "^X^I
.^^teioo2,/ix^xX'Ufpxc‘ JXiv iiftol'x-^jrA : ycoX
Cousin Lucy on the Sea-Shore, By the author of the Hollo
Books. lQ*ul^ Boston: Published by B. B. Mussey, 184S.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 180 pa,^es. Sig. Ill-
15 in sixes. Page blank. frontispiece, title-
page . copyright notice, 1842, by B. B. Mussey and ster-
eotyper’s note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype
Foimdry
. ,
Preface. t?3. blank. 8, Contents.
180, text.
Binding: Maroon pebbled cloth v/ith oval filigree design and
center ornament v;ithin border stamped in blind on covers.
Cold stamping on spine: filigree ornfimen^ Cousin Lucy on
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Cousin Lucy’s Conversations. By the author of the Rollo liooks.
^ul^ Boston: Puhlished by B. B. Mussey. 1842.
leaf : 6 trimmed. Collation: 180 na^es. Si^, Ui]- 15
in sixes. Page blank. frontispiece. title-page
.
W- copyright notice, 1841, by T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped at the Boston iype and Stereotype Foundry.
Notice . blank. t3. 8, Contents.W- 180, text.
Binding: Brov/n ribbed cloth v/ith oval filigree design with
cross in center stamped in blind on covers. G-old stamping on
spine: l^iligree omainen-Q Cousin Lucy’s Conversations
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Cousin Lucy’s Stories, j^ul^ Stories told to Rollo’s Cousin
Lucy, when she was a little girl. By the author of the Rollo
Books, ^ule^ Boston: Puhlished by B. B. Mussey. 1842.
Leaf: 6 x trimmed. Collation: 180 pages. Sig. H - 15
in sixes. Page blank. frontispiece
. ,
title-page.
\fl. copyright notice, 1841, by T. H. Garter and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry.
ITotice . blanlc. 8, Contents. — 180, text.
Binding
:
Black ribbed cloth with oval filigree design within
j
i
border stamped in blind on covers. Cold stamping on spine:
l^iligree ornamen-Q Cousin Lucy’s Stories |^iligree
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Cousin Lucy Among The Mountains. By the author of the Rollo
Books. ^ul(0 Boston: Published by B. B. Mussey. 1842.
Leaf : 6 x 3f trimmed. Collation: 180 pages. Sig.a- 15
in sixes. Page blank. .frontispiece . title-page
.
copyright notice, 1842, by 3. B. Musset and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry.
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L6af : 6^ x 4 trimmed. Collation: 192 pases. Sifc. to- 16
in sixes. Pages to. to , blank. to. title-page
. CO. copy-
right notice, 1842, by T. H. Garter and stereotyper's note:
Stereotyped at the Boston Type aud Stereotype Foundry. l5]. 6,
Preface
. to. 8, Contents. to- 192, text.
Binding
:
Purple ribbed cloth. An oval \Treath v/ith flower and
leaf at top and bottom stamped in blind on covers.' Filigree
design above and below rectangle and ornament stamped in gold
on spine. G-old stamping on spine: Rollo' s Philosophy Jjrul^
Part III. White end-papers.
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in sixes. Pages Blank. 03. title-page
. P3 , copy-
right notice, 1842, By T. H. Carter and stereotyper's note:
Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry. 03 -
Preface
.
03 , 8, Contents. 03 - 192, text.
Binding: Brovm, Black, or red riBBed cloth. An oval design
v/ith flov/er aad leaf at top and Bottom stamped in Blind on coverj^.
Filigree design aBove and Belov/ rectangle and ornament at
Bottom stamped ih gold on spine. G-old stamping on spine:
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llarco Paul’s Travels and Adventro^es in the Pursuit of Knov/ledgf
^rul^ City of Hev/ York. |rule
[
By the author of Rollo,
Jonas, and Lucy Books, Boston: T, Harrington Carter & Go.
118-^ Washington Street. 1843.
Lea,f: 6 x 3 ^utitrimmed. Collation: - 70 pages. Sig.
LO- 6 in sixes. Pages ©• Ol) , hlanlc. , Marco Po.ul's
Travels and Adventrj^es in the Pursuit of Knov/ledge. Vol. I,
Lil. blank.M , title-page. \_s]. copyright notice, 1843,
by T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped by George
A. Curtis, N. England Type ajid Stereotype Foundry, Boston,
Preface , blank. 0^1 - 70, text. The follov/ing
leaf is blank and the final leaf of the last signature is
missing. Page the recto of the first leaf of the first
si^ature
.
Binding: Light brov/n paper. Front cover: elaborate border
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IMarco Paul's Travels and Aventures in the Pursuit of Knov/ledge.
^ul^On The Erie Canal. author of Hollo,
Jonas, and Lucy Books. Boston: T. Harrington Garter & Go.
118-| V/ashington Street. 1843.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 140 pages. Sig. — 12
ih sixes. Page
,
Marco Paul's Travels and Adventures in
the Pursuit of Knowledge. Vol. II . hlanlc. Id. title-
page
. Ld. copyright notice, 1843, hy T. H. Garter and stereo-
typer's note: Stereotyped hy G-eorge A. Curtis, H. England Type
and Stereotype foundry, Boston. Id- 140, text. The last
two leaves of the final signature are blank.
Illustrations
:
An engraving is inserted opposite the title-
page and engravings are inserted in the text.
Binding: Brown paper covered boards with blue cloth backstrip.
Circular design printed on covers with the following printed
in the border: Marco Paul's Adventures in Pursuit of Knowledge.
Published by T. H. Carter & Co. Printing on paper label on
backstrip: j^thin borde^Marco Pa.ul's Adventures french
rule^ Erie Canal.
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Marco Paul’s Adventures in Pursuit of Knov/ledge. ^ul^
Forests of Maine, ^ule^ By the author of Rollo, lonas
,
and
Lucy Books. ]^rnament^ Boston: T. H. Garter & Company, 118^
Washington Street. 1843.
Leaf: x 3f untrimmed. Collation: 139 -pages. Sig. 12





. ra.cg> missing. Id , Blank. , front-
ispiece
. Id. title-page . copyright notice, 1843, By T. H.
Carter and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped By G-eorge A. C-urtis
N. England Type and Stereotype Foimdry., Boston. Cd. Preface
,
li°3 , Blanlc. Ifd- 139, text, ^140j , Blank. Advertisements
on last four pages.
Binding : P-urple cloth. Red leather Backstrip. Cold printing
on Backstrip: Marco Paul’s Adventures. J^ul^ Fore sis of Maine,
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Marco Paul’s Adventures in Pursuit of Knov/ledge. ^ule^
State of Vermont, ^ul^ l^ignette of toy fishing By the
author of Rollo, Jonas aud Lucy Books. Boston: T. H. Garter
& Company, 118^ Y/ashington Street. 1843.
Leaf: x 3f untrimmed. Collation: 144 pages. Sig. W-
12 in sixes. Page
»
Blank. 1^3 > frontispiece
. VI- title-page|
copyright notice, 1843, By T. H. Carter and stereotyper’s
note: Stereotyped By G-eorge A. Curtis, B. England Type and
Stereotype Foundry, Boston. Preface
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Marco Paul's Adventures in Pursuit of Knov/ledge. '^ule^
City of Boston. "i^ignette of trai^ By the author of
Rollo, Jonas and Lucy Books. Boston: T. Harrington Carter «
Co 1^8^ Vfashington Street. 1845.
Leaf: x 3f untrimmed. Collation: 144 -pages. Sig. IE
in sixes. Page IB- Marco Paul’s Travels and Adventures in the
Pursuit of Knoivledge
.
Id. Id- hlarLlc. Id- frontispiece
. Ld-
title-page
. Id- copyright notice, 1843, hy T. H. Carter, and
stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped hy George A. Curtis, i'l. England
Type and Stereotype Foundry, Boston. Id. Preface
. H- blank.
Id- 144, text.
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Marco Paul’s Adventures in Pursuit of Knowledge, ^ule^
Springfield Armory, '^ul^ ^ignette o^Marco and the deaf
and dumb hoy. -see p. S3. By the author of Hollo, Jonas, and






133 pages. Sig. —
in sixes. Beginning v/ith the eighth gathering, the sig-
nature marks are on the recto of the last leaf of the preceding
gathering. Page^l^, ^ignett^ From the ’’Boys’ and G-irls’
Magazine .
” [2], blank. Marco Paul’s Travels and Adventures




copyright notice, 1843, by T. H. Carter
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The Moimt Vernon Arithmetic. Part II. Vulgar and decimal
Fractions. By Jacob Abbott. rul^ "Fev/ rules and a
great deal of practice; that is the true key to the acq.uisition
of knov/ledge .
” french rul^ ITev/ York: Collins 6b Brother,
254 Pearl Street, ^ul^ 1847.
Leaf: 4i: trimmed. Collation: — 168 pages.
Sig. tvrelves. Pages L“1 , blank. LiiO.
title-page.
,
copyright notice, 1846, by Jacob Abbott.
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Abbotts' Addition Gol-umns, for teaching the art of adding v/ith
facility and correctness from the Mount Vernon Arithmetic.
By Jacob Abbott and Charles E. Abbott. I^ev^-York: rrule~l 1847
Leaf: 4i trimmed. Collation: 26 pages. Sig. 1
in twelve . Page H- title-page . copyright notice, 1846,
by Jacob Abbott. Notice
. ,
blarOc. 1^1- 26 , text
.
The final two pages have advertisements.
Binding: Brovm paper. Front cover: black printing within
double rule border: Abbott's Addition Colimms for teaching
the art of adding with facility and correctness, from the
Mount Vernon Arithmetic. By Jacob Abbott and Charles E. Abbott
New-York: Saxton & Miles, 205 Broadv/ay. ]^ul^ 1846.
Copy: New York Public Library.
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A History of France, from the CoiKiuest of Gaul hy Julius
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the end of each chapter. By Mrs. Markham. Prepared for the use
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a supplementary chapter, bringing dov/n the history to the
present time. By Jacob Abbott. New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, 82 Cliff Street. 1848.
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Cliff Street.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: — 285 pages.
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1848, by Harper & Brothers. ^ncorrectly numbered
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first leaf of the first gathering.
Binding
:
Red cloth. Ornamental design within border dtamped
in blind on both covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated
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History of Alexander the Great. By Jacob Abbott. V/ith Engravings
New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82 Cliff Street.
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- 278 pages.
Sig. W- S in eights. Pages blank. W>
title-page
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Lvil copyright notice, 1848, by Harper & Brothers.
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within border stamped in blind on covers. Picture of a tra.veler
stamped ih gold on front cover and in blind on back cover.
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live ornaments stamped in blind on spine. Gold stamping on
spine: A Siumner in Scotland. ^ule'Jj Jacob Abbott. Hew-York,
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History of King Charles the Second of England. By Jacob Abbott.
With Engravings. Nev; York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82
Cliff St
Leaf: 6 trimmed. Collation:
. &C1 - 304 pages.
Sig. T in eights. Pages hi - blank,
frontispiece
. hi , title-page. hh- copyright notice, 1849,
by Harper & Brothers. viii. Preface. h^l- Contents
.
blarOc. hi- Engravings . blanlc. L13J — 304, text
Binding
:
Red cloth. Ornamental design within bordeufe tamped in
blind on both covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^
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Historj?’ of Julius Caesar By Jacob Abbott. With Bngravings.
Nev/ York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 8S Cliff Street
leaf: 6 4|- trimmed. Collation: \xixQ.
^3^ - 278 pages.





1849, by Harper & Brothers. \vi0. viii. Preface. to- Contents
10- blank. Engravings
. L-Q> blank. 00- 278, jsext.
Advertisements on final tv/o pages.
Binding
:
Red cloth. Ornamental design v^ithin border stamped in
blind on covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^
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blind on covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated rule^
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History of Queen Slizatetli. By JacoB Abbott . Vfith Engravings.
Hev/ York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82 Cliff Street.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation:
> \iCl - 281 pages.
Sig. L^l- S in eights. Pages U] - blanlc. title-
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Binding: Red cloth. Ornamental design within border stajnped in
blind on covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul£^
Queen Elizabeth of England. Abbott’s Histbries. \^ecorated
rul^ . Yellov/ end-papers
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History of Hannital The Carthaginian. By Jacob Abbott. V/ith
Engravings
.
New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82 Cliff
Street
Leaf: 4i trimmed. Collation: ^z] - 295 pages.
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blank. L^l. title-page . , copyright notice, 1849, by
Harper & Brothers
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Binding
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in blind on both covers. Gold printing on spine: ^decorated
rul^ History of Hannibal Abbott’s Histories, ^ecorated
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History of Xerxes the Great, By Jacoh Ahhott. V/ith engravings.
New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 8E Cliff Street.
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3ig. T in eights. Page blank. frontispiece
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^113 , title-page. copyright notice, 1850, by Harper &
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Binding
:
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History of Darius the Great. By Jacoh Ahhott. With Engravings,
New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82 Cliff St,
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: — 286 pages.
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Wallace, A Fraiiconia Story. By the author of the Rollo Books.
^ignett£j New York; Harper & Brothers Publishers ’ , 82
Cliff Street. |^11 within a frame of decorated houghs signed:
V/, Roberts, sc^
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Binding
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Mary Bell; A Franconia Story, By the author of the Rollo
Boolcs. ^ignett^ New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers’.
82 Cliff Street. ^11 v/ithin a frame of decorated houghs
signed: VK Roberts, sc^
Leaf: trimmed. Collation:YfO’ til - 204 pages.
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^ignettejj New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers'. 8E
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Malleville. A Franconia Story, By tlie author of the Rollo
Books, ^ignette] New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers',
82 Cliff Street. with a frsjne of decorated boughs signed:
Roberts,sc”^
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: H -- 219 pages.
Sig. M in eights. Page 1>1. blank. frontispiece
,
\iiQ. title-page , copyright nirtLice
,










Order of the volumes, ending with Beechnut . Scene
of the story and principal persons, 219, text. Verso
of 219 is blank. The final four pages have advertisements.
Binding
:
Red cloth with a boraer ’design stamped in blind on
bibth covers, Oold printing on spine: l^ecorated rul^ kalle-
ville, Franconia Stories, ^ul^ Jacob Abbott. Harpers.
IJdecorated rul^ . Yellow end-papers.
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress
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Mary Erskine . A Franconia Story, By the author of the Rollo
Books. ^ignett^ hew York: Harper & Brothers Publishers’.
82 Cliff Street. within frame of decorated boughs signed:
V. Roberts, sc”Q
leaf: 4i trimmed. Collation: pa^es. Sig,
— M, M(sic) in eights. Page ^i^ • blank. • frontis-
piece, ^i^
,









^0. Order of the volumes, ending v/ith Beechnut.
Scene of the story and principal persons,
^0 — 202 ,
text. The final six pages have advertisements.
Binding: Red cloth v/ith a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. Gold printing on spine: j^ecorated rul£] i.Iary
Erskine. Franconia Stories. ^ule0 Jacob Abbott. Biarpers.
^ecorated rul0 . Red end-papers.
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History of Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt. By JacoB ABbott. V/ith
Engravings. Nev/ ^ork: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82 Cliff
Street.
Leaf: 6^ x 4^ trimmed. Collation: — 318 pages,
Sig. LQ - BO in eights. Pages
frontispiece
. Ld- title-page
. t3- copyright notice, 1851,
By Harper & Brothers
.
Bid- viii. Preface. hd- C ontents
.
Blardc. Engravings . BlanJc. dd - 318, text.
The final two pages have advertisements.
Binding: Red cloth. Ornamental design within Border stamped
in Blind on covers. G-old printing on spine:
The History of Cleopatra Abbott’s Histories.
.
Yellow end-papers.
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History of Romulus. By Jacob Abbott. V/ith Angravings . Hew fork:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 329 & 331 Pearl Street, Franklin
Sq.uare, 1852.
Leaf: 6^: x 4 '/^trimmed. Collation: —• 310 pages.





title-page. L-d- copyright notice, 1852,








Contents, [jj > blank. > Engravings, ^i^ , blank. ^1^ —
310, text. The final ten pages have advertisements.
Binding: Red cloth. Ornamental design v/ithin border stamped in
blind on both covers. Gold printing on spine: '^.ecorated rul^
The History of Romulus Abbott ’s Histories, ^ec orated rul£]
Yellow end-papers.
C Q-py : Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Rodolphus. A Franconia Story, By the author of the Rollo Books.
^ignett^ New ^ork: Hexper & Brothers Publishers’, Franklin
Square
.
^11 v;ithin frame of decorated boughs signed: V/.
Roberts scTl
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: - 227 pages.
Sig. M - P in eights. Page 1^1- blank. frontispiece
,
copyright notice, 1852, by Harper & Brothers, Id , Vi,






the volumes, ending v/ith Agnes. id , Scene of the story and
principal persons. Ld —227, text. Verso of 227 is blank.




Red cloth with a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul£j Rodolphuii
Franconia Stories. ^rul^ Jacob Abbott. Harpers' ^ecorated









History of Hero. By Jacob Abbott. Viith Engravings. Hew York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 329 & 331 Pearl Street, Franklin
Sq^uare 1853.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation:
- bd — 321





copyright notice, 1853, by
Harper & Brothers . Preface
.
Ld , blank. P'd- Contents
.
[xii3, Engravings
. td - 321, text. Final three pages
blank. Page ^ii3 is the recto of the first leaf of the
first gathering.
Binding: Red cloth. Ornamental design within border stamped in
blind on covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^
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Ellen Linn, A Franconia Story, By the author of the Hollo
Boohs, ^ignett^ Kew YorkiHarper & Brothers Publishers’.
Franklin Sq^uare. \Lii within a frame of decorated houghs signeqj
Y7. Roberts, sc^
Leaf: 6^x trimmed. Collation: — 215 pages.
Sig. LQ - 0 in eights. Page LI. blank. frontispiece
.
L“3 - title-page . Ld. copyright notice, 1852, by Harper &
Brothers
. L3- vi. Preface. Contents. ^iiQ , Engravings
L-3- Order of the volumes, ending with Agnes . L3 , Scene of
the story and principal persons. 215, text. Verso of
215 is blank. The final eight pages have advertisements.
Binding
:
Red cloth with a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^ Ellen
Linn. Franconia Stories. I^ulejl Jacob Abbott. Harpers.
^ec orated rul^ . Red end-papers.
C opy
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Caroline. A Franconia Story, By the author of the Hollo Books,
^ignett^ New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers.
Franklin S q^uare
.
fiai with d frame of decorated boughs signed:
VI, Roberts, sc~^
Leaf: 6-^ x trimmed. Collation: H.M - 220 pages.
Sig. M- 0 in eights. Page , blank. frontispiece
.
title-page . copyright notice, 1853, by Harper &
Brothers
. id. vi , Preface . C ontents . Engravings
Order of the volumes, ending v;ith Agnes
.
Scene of
the story and principal persons. 1-1 - 220 , text . The final
leaves are blank.
Binding: Red cloth v/ith a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: '^ecorated rule]
Caroline. Franconia Stories, ^ul^ Jacob Abbott. Harpers,
^ec orated rul0 , Yellow end-papers.
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress,
o-t/
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Sti:iyvesfmt. A Franconia Story, By the author of the Rollo
Books, ^ignett^ iTevr York: Harper & Brothers Publishers’.
Franklin Square. [all within a frame of decorated houghs
signed: V/. Roberts, scT^
Leaf: 4i- trimmed. Collation: - 203 pages.
Sig. tfi - M in eights, H in six. Page blank,
frontispiece.
»
title-page. copyright notice, 1853,







Engravings . Order of the volumes, ending v;ith
Scene of the story and principal persons. [11] ~
203, text. Verso of 203 is blank.
Binding: Red cloth v;ith a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^
Stuyvesant. Franconia Stories, ^iil^ Jacob Abbott. Harpers,
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Agnes. A Franconia Story, By the author of the Hollo Books,
^ignett^ New York: Hamper & Brothers Publishers’, Franklin
Sq^uare , within h frame of decorated boughs signed: V/.
Roberts, sc"^
Leaf: 4^ trimmed. Collation: 224 pages.
Sig. 0 in eights. Page LI blank. LCl , frontispiece,
title-page . copyright notice, 1853, by Harper &
Brothers
. L3. vi , Preface . • Contents. ^iiQ , Engravings .
Order of the volumes, ending with Agnes
. L]. Scene of
the story and principal persons. 224, text.
Binding
:
Red cloth with a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^ Agnes.
Franconia Stories. ^ule~| Jacob Abbott. Harpers. ]j^ecorated
rul^ . Yellow end-papers.
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Rollo’s Tom* in Enrope. I^ictnre of a shi;£^ Rollo on the
Atlantic. W. J. Reynolds & Co., Publishers. Boston.
Leaf
:
6^/^x 4^ trimmed. Collation: 220 pages. Sig. —







copyright notice, 1853, by Jacob Abbott, and
stereotyper’s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped at the Boston
Stereotype Foundry. G-. C. Rand, Book and V/ood Cut Printer.
(5), 6, Preface, dated ITew York, September, 1853. (7), Contents
(8), Engravings. (9), Order of the volumes ending with ”In
Paris.” (10), Principal Persons of the Story. (11) — 220,
text. Advertisements on the final four pages.
Binding : Green cloth. Picture of Venus rising from the sea
v;ithin elaborate border design stamped in blind on covers.
Gold stamping on spine : Rollo on the Aiiantic ^ul^ Rollo





The binding described above is that of the copyright
deposit. There are copies of the same edition boxmd in purple
cloth with the same stamping on the covers and the following
stamped in gold on the spine: ^hree rule^ Rollo’s Tour in
Europe ^ul^ Jacob Abbott Rollo on the Atlantic
^ul£^ Reynolds & Co. ^hree rule^
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress
c/
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Rollo in Paris, t)y Jacob Abbott, french rnl^ Boston: V/. J.
Reynolds and Compeny, No. 24 Cornhill, 1854,









Tour in Europe. V/. J. Reynolds & Co. Publishers, Boston, [e].
blank, 1^3 • title-page . , copyright notice, 1854, by Jacob
Abbott, and stereotyper’s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped at
the Boston Stereotype Foundry. G-. C. Rand Book and V/ood Cut
Printer. jC 9), Order of the volnmes ending with "Rollo in
Scotland" and principal persons of the story, (10), Contents
and Engra,vings. (11) — 226, text. Page ICi is the recto of the
first leaf of the first gathering.
Binding
:
Purple cloth. Picture of Venus rising from the sea
\uithin elaborate border design stamped in blind on cpYers.
Gold stamping on spine: ^hree rules^ Rollo ’s Tour in
Europe ^ul^ Jacob Abbott l^ule] Rollo in Paris ]Q*ul^
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History of Pyrrhus* By Jacob Abbott. With Engravings. Hew York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 82 Beekman Street. 1854.
Leaf: 4i trimmed. Collation: to — 304 pages.
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Red cloth with ornamental design within border stamped
in blind on both covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated
rul^ The History of Pyrrhus Abbott^ s Histories. (decorated
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Rollo In Switzerland, "by Jacob Abbott. ^a?ench rul0 Boston:
V/. J. Reynolds and Company, ITo. 24 Cornhill. 1854,
Leaf: 6^/^ x 4i trimmed. Collation: 197 pa^es. Si^. M -
13 in eights. Page blahlc. Id frontispiece, C?] Rollo ’s
Tour in Europe, Boston: V/m, J. Reynolds & Co. blank. KJ.
title-page . copyright notice, 1854, by Jacob Abbott and 1
stereot3rper*s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped at the
Boston Stereotype *^’onndry. C. C. Rand, Book and V/ood Gut Printer
Contents and engravings . (8)
,
Order of the volumes ending
with ’’Rollo In Scotland" and principal persons of the story.
Ld blank. ^03, map. (11) — 197, text. Verso of 197
I is blank. The following seven pages have advertisements, the
j





Same as "Rollo 'in Paris", Gold stamping on spine:
RolloIj^hree rule^ Rollo’ s Tour in Europe j^ul^
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Rollo In London, "by Jacob Abbott, french rul£J Boston: W. J
Reynolds & Company, Ho. 24 Comhill. 1855.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 222 psus;es. Si^. LD- 14
in eights. Page Di , blank. ta , frontispiece. la. Rollo *s
Tour in Europe. V^. J. Reynolds & Co. Publishers. Boston. la*
blank. C?L title-page
. la- copyright notice, 1854, by Jacob
Abbott, and stereotyper * s and printer's notes: Stereotyped at
the Boston Stereotype Foundry. G-. C. Rand, Book and V/ood Gut
Printer. (7), Order of the volumes ending with "Rollo in
Scotland". (8), Principal persons of the story. (9), Contents.
( 10 ) , Engravings . blank. \l2l. illustration. (13) —
222, text. The final leaf of the last gathering is blank.
Binding: Same as "Rollo in Paris". G-old stamping on spine:
l^hree rul^ Rollo 's Tour in Europe Jacob Abbott
j^ul£J Rollo in London Reynolds & Co. ^toree rule”^
Yellov/ end-papers
.
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Bruno; or, Lessons of Fidelity, Patience, and Self-Denial
Taught By a Dog. Jrignette of Boy and do^ New ^ork: Harper
& Brothers, PuBlishers. ^/ithin ornamental border of trees,
flowers, and angels'^
Leaf: untrirnmed. Collation: td - 160 pages
Sig. K in eights. Page blank. l‘Q. frontispiece
.
Harper’s Story Books. lid. blank. Id , title-page,
copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers, [jiQ, viii,
Preface
.
t-d. Contents . blank. Sngravings
.
Qcig, blank. Id — 160, text.






Willie and The Mortgage, Showing Hov/ Much May Be Accoiriplished
hy a Boy. ^ignette of Boj^ New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, j^vith^vornamental border of trees, flowers, and
angels'Tl
Leaf: untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. C-3- K
in eights. Page 10 , blanic. L0> frontispiece . LO , Harper's
Story Books. \jQ, blank. 00. title-page . V.O. copyright notice,
1854, by Harper & Brothers. LO , Preface. LO. blanlc. 10.
Contents




Tan wrappers. Omamenta,! design ]printed in brovm on
both covers.
Copy: Boston Public Library.
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Rollo On The Rhine, "by Jacob Abbott. Boston: W. J. Reynolds &
Company, No.S4 Comhill. 1855,
Leaf: ^ trimmed. Collation: 218 naiSres. Si.Q:. 03 -
03 in eights . Page 03 , blank, , frontispiece, 03 , Rollo 's
Tour in Europe. W. J. Reynolds & Co. Publishers. Boston. 03 -
blank. 03 . title-page
, 03 , copyright notice, 1855, by Jacob
Abbott, and stereotyper’s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped at
the Boston Stereotype Foundry. G-. C. Rand, Book and Wood Cut
Printer. (7), Order of the volumes ending with "Roilo in
Scotland”. (8), Principal persons of the story. (9), Contents,
( 10 ) , Engravings
.
03. blank, ^23 , illustration. (IS) —
218, text. The following six pages have advertisements.
Binding
:
Same as ’’Rollo in Paris”. Gold stamping on spine:
l^hree rule^ Rollo’ s I’our in Europe ^ule~~\ Jacob Abbott
^ule~^ Rollo on the Rhine l^ul^ Reynolds & Co. "^hree
rule^, Yellov7 end-papers,
;
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
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Rollo In Scotland, "by JacolD Ablott. french rnl^ Boston:
Y/. J. Reynolds & Company, No. 24 Cornhill. 1856,
I
Leaf: 6^/^x 4-^ trimmed. Collation: 218 pa^es. Si^, CQ-
14 in eights. Page
^3 » El , frontispiece.
Tour in Europe. V/. J. Reynolds & Co. Publishers. Boston. E]>
blank. E] , title-page. U]. copyright notice, 1855, by Jacob
Abbott 8Jid stereotyper’s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped at
the Boston Stereotype Foundry. G-eo. C. Rand and Avery,
Printers, Cornhill. (7), Contents and engravings. (8), Order
of the volumes ending with "Rollo in Scotland" and publisher’s
note
. E3. blanlc. \i6}, illustration. (11) — 218, text.
The final six pages of the last gathering have advertisements.
Binding
:
Same as"Rollo in Paris", G-old stanping on spine:
^hree rule^ Rollo’ s Tom in Europe ^ul^ Jacob Abbott
^uL^ Rollo in Scotland ^ul^ Reynolds & Co, ^hree
rrAe^ . Yellow end-papers.
Copy :Harvard College Library.
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The Strait G-ate ; or, The Rule of Exclusion From Heaven.
I^ignette of a garden v/al3^ lievj York: Harper & Brothers,





Sig. M- K in eights . Page , blahic. [113. frontispiece
.
3.113 , Harper’s Story Books. Dd. blank, title-page
.
LO. copyright notice, 1855, by Harper a Brothers, ,
viii. Preface. \jx]
,
Contents. GQ. blank. Engravings
.
blank. - 160, text.
Binding
:
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The Little Louvre; or, The Boys’ and G-irls’ G-allery of Pictures.
JVignette of a pictur^ iTew York: Harper c& Brothers, Pub-
lishers
.
Hj/ithin ornamental border of trees, angels, and flowers
Leaf: 5^ untrimmed. Collation: xii, — 160 pages.
Sig, — K in eights. Pa^e blank. frontispiece.





copyright notice, 1855, by Harper & Brothers. »
Preface, blanJc. x, Contents, xii. Engravings,
[l0 — 160, text.
Binding: Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in brovm on
both covers.
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Icfi/i jtcc^!aoS :7,ao0 ,‘
PraJLk; or, The Philosophy of Tricks and Mischief, ^ignette
of hoy sliding down hajinister^ hew York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers
.




5^ untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. If] - ^
in eights. Page blank. a frontispiece. Ld. Harper *s
Story Books. blajik. title-page, copyright notice,
1855, by Harper & Brothers. ti) , Preface. Ce3.







Tan wrappers. Onramental design printed in bro\m on
i both covers.
Copy: Boston Public Library.
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Emma; or, The Three Misfortunes of A Belle, ^ignette of a
giri^ Nev/ York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, ^/ithin om^^
amental border of trees, flowers, and angels^
Leaf
:
7 x 5^untrimmed . Collation: ^ii], — 160 pages.




l^iQ , Harper’s Story Books. » blank. \ji , title-page,
to. copyright notice, 1855, by Ha.rper & Brothers,
viii. Preface. to , Contents. to , blanlc. to- Engravings
.
blank. to - 160, text.
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Virginia; or, A Little Light on a Very Dark Saying, ^ignette
of a river scene"^ ITev/ ^ork: Harper & Brothers, Puhlishers
,
^^ithin ornamental border of trees, flowers, and angels*^
KLeaf: 6^x sy^trimmed Collation: 160 pages. Sig.






























Tira'boo and JolilDa; or, The Art of Being Useful. JVignette of
hoy and parrot"^ Nev; York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers.
^:ithin ornamental border of trees, angels, and flov/ers^
Leaf: ^ by^trimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig.W -
in eights. Page
,
blanic. frontispiece. Harper ’
s
Story Books.
Itl , blank. Ul. title-page . , copyright notice














Boston Public Library (rebound)
.
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Timboo sxidi Fajiny; or, The Art of Self-Instruction, ^ignette
of "boy, girl, fUid parrot^ New 'fork: Harper & Brothers, P\iblishe|i
'^/ithin ornamental "border of trees, flowers, and angels”^ *
leaf: 5'^untrimmed. Collation: xii, — 160 rages.
Sig. ^A^ — K in eights. Page ^ij , "blank.
»
frontispiece,
^i^, Harper^s Story Books.
*
"blank, ^-v^, title-page.






Engravings. — 160, text.
j
Binding: Tan w^arrers . Ornamental design printed in "brovn on
"both covers.
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The Harper Estahlishment ; or, How The Story Books Are Made.
^ignette of Harper’s entrsjic^ Hev/ York: Harper & Brothers,
Puhlishers. Qfithin ornamental Border of trees, flowers, and
angels^
leaf: 6*^/^ x 5-^ tintrimmed. Collation: xii - 160 pages.





copyright notice, 1855, By Harper & Brothers. viii
,
Preface . Contents





Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in Brov/n on
Both covers.
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FranJclin, The Apprentice Boy. "^ignette of hoy at pres^ New
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, ^ithin ornamental border
of trees flowers and angel^
Leaf: 7 x 5-^ untrimmed. Collation:
. to - 160 pages.
Sig. K in eights. Page t]. blank. frontispiece
.
Harper Story Books, td. blank, Id. title-page
, ta
copyright notice, 1855, by Harper & Brothers, tii]. viii
,
Preface
, Ud- Contents , Ld> blank, Engravings , \xiij,
blank, Ud- 160, text.
Binding
:
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The Studio; or, Illustrations of the Theory and Practice of
Drawing, for Young Artists at Home, ^ignette of children
drawing New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, jwithin
ornamental border of trees ,flowers
,
and angels^
Leaf: 7 x 5^- untrinuned. Collation: xii, 160pages.
Sig. K1 - K in eights. Page blank. frontispiece
•
[iig, Harper's Story Books. tivl. blank. W. title-page
.
















Tan v;rappers. Ornamental design printed in brovm on
both covers.
Copy: Boston Public Library.
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The Story of Ancient History, From the Earliest Periods to the
Fall of the Roman Empire, ^ignette of the Sphin^Q Hev/ York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, ^ithin omamental border of
trees, flowers, and angels. 1
Leaf: ^ untrimmed. Collation: xii. - 160 pages.
S ig . K m eights. Page LI blank. , frontispiece.
Harper’s Story Books. blank.
,
title-page. LQ.





. Li. blank. LL- xii. Engravings
160, text.
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The Story of English History, From the Earliest Periods to
I
:
the iunerican Revolution, ^ignette of the Thame^ Hev/ York:
I
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, j^ithin ornamental border of
trees, flowers, and angels'^
Leaf: 5^<g;untrii!mied . Collation: xii. - 160 pages.
3ig. W- K in eights. Page Id , blank. Ld , frontispiece
L^d- Harper’s Story Books. td- blank. title-page
•
hd. copyright notice, 1855, by Harper & Brothers.
Preface , blank. Ld- Contents . Ld- blanlc. td , xii
,
Engravings
. Dd- 160, text.
Binding: Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in brov/n on
both covers.
Copy; Boston Public Library.
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The Story of American History, T'rom the Earliest Settlement of
the Covintry to the Establishment of the i'efteral Constitution.
l^ignette of G-eorge V'/ashington^ Hev/ York: Harper & Brothers,




X 5^ untrimmed. Collation; xii, - 160 pages.














Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in brovm on
both covers.
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John True; or, The Christian Experience of An Honest Boy.
^ignette of a Boy^ Hew York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
^ithin ornamental "border of trees, flowers, and angels'^
Leaf: 6^^x 5 '/«*- immed. Collation: 160 pages. Big.
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Elfred; or, The Blind Boy and His Pictures, ^ignette of a
blind boy^ Hev; York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers. Q^^ithin
ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and angels'^
Leaf
:
untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig, \f] - ^
in eights. Page blajok. frontispiece




. 10 , copyright notice J
1856, by Harper & Brothers. 10. Preface
. to. blank, to.
Contents
. to. blank, to. Engravings
.




Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in brown on
both covers.
Copy: Boston Public library.
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The Muse-mn; or, Curiosities Explained, ^ignette of children
with magic lantern^ New York: Harper <5: Brothers, Publishers.
Tv/ithin ornamental border of trees, flov/ers
,
and angelsri
Leaf: untrimmed. Collation: xii, tCl - 160
pages. Sig. W — K in eights. Page W. blank. to. front-
ispiece
. >
Harper’s Story Books. to , blank. W , title-
page
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The Engineer; or, How to Travel in the Woods, ^vignette of
a campfire^ New ^ork: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, ^ithin
ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and angels'^
Leaf: untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig.{f\-^
in eights. Page blank:. Id frontispiece. td Harper’s
Story Books
, Id- blank. Ld title-page. id copyright notice J
1856, by Harper & Brothers. w. Preface , Ld- blank. Ld.
I
Contents, [10] , blank, td , Engravings . blank, [isi -
! 160, text.
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Rambles Among the Alps, ^ignette of
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
border of trees, flowers, and angelsH
mountain goa"^ Hev/
l^/ithin ornamental
Leaf: 5^ untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. M-
K in eights. Page
,
blanic. frontispiece . Harper’s
Story Books. copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
title-page . copyright notice, 1856, by Harper &
Brothers . To The Readers. U] , blank. \f] , Contents,
blank. txl. Engravings. » blank. —- 160,
text.
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The Three G-old Dollars; or, An Account of the Adventures of
Rohin Green, ^ignette of a 'boyQ New York: Harper &




trimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. if} - K
in eights. Page^J, blank. frontispiece. i?]. Harper '
s
Story Books. copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers
1^3. title-page
.
^copyright notice, 1856, by Harper &
Brothers
• L’L Preface . i^ , blank. Contents
.
blank. Engravings
. blank. bd- 160, text.
Binding
:
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The G-ihralter G-allery: Being An Accotint of Various Things
Both Curious and Useful, ^ignette of a hoat^ Nev/ York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers. thin ornamental border of
trees, flov/ers, and angels'^
leaf • ^ ^ un.tr iimned . C ollation •
. bd - 160, pages
Sig. K in eights. Page UP blank. UQ , fi’ontispiece
.
Harper's Story Books. bd. copyright notice, 1854, by
Harper & Brothers.
,








Tan v/rappers . Ornamental design printed in brovai on
both covers.
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The Alcove; Containing Some Accoimt of Timhoo, Llark, and
Fanny. Ijvignette of man in wheel-chai:^ Ilew York: Harper
& Brothers, Publishers, ^ithin ornamental border of trees,
flowers, end angels^
Leaf: untrimmed. Collation: xii, 160 pages.
Sig. K in eights, lage
,
blanlc. D-il , frontispiece.
Harper ^s Story Books. [iv3, copyright notice, 1854, by
Harper & Brothers. title-page , copyright notice, 1856
by Sarper & Brothers . Preface. JVii^,lilank.
Contents . blank. xii. Engravings
. tC] - 160,
text.
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ii
Dialogues for the Amusement and Instruction of foung Persons.
JVignette of hoy and girlj Uev/ York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers. Jvrithin ornamental border of trees, flowers, and
angels
X 5§ untrimmed. Collation: 160 rages. Sig. H-
K in eights. Page blank.
L2]. frontispiece^ 1^3 .
Harper’s Story Books. 1^3 copyright notice, 1854, by Harper &
Brothers
. L3 title-page . copyright notice, 1856, by
Harper & Brothers. a Preface. blank. 13. Contents
.
113 . blank. , Hngravings
.
&0. blank. - 160,
text
.
Binding: Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in bfown. on
both covers.
Copy: Boston Public library.

VSH
irhe G-reat or, Robin G-reen and Josiah Jbane at School.
I
^ignette of elm] lev/ York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
^/ithin ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and angels~Q
|Leaf: untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. w-
K in eights. Page blanic. frontispiece . Harper's
Story Books. copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
title-page . copyright notice, 1856, by Harper &
Brothers
. OJ , Preface. blarlc. Contents
.
blank, Engravings
. [123 . blank.
- 160, text.
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Aimt Margaret; or, Hov; John True Kept His Resolutions,
j^ignette of a hee-hiv^ Nevj York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers
j^/ithin ornamental border of trees, flowers, and angels'^
Leaf: untrimmed. Collation: ^iQ , — 160 pages.










copyright notice, 1854, by
Harper & Brothers. \J^ > title-page, , copyright notice,





[j!^ , blank. , Engravings. ^xi:Q , blanlc. — 160, text.
Binding: Tan v/rappers. Ornamental design printed in brovm on
both covers.
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Rollo In G-ei^a, "by Jacol) AblDott. ^french rul0 Boston:
Brown, Taggard & Chase, Successors to W. J. Reynolds & Co.,
Ro. 24 Cornhill. 1857.
leaf: ^ trimmed. Collation: 220 na^es. Si^, QlJ —
14 in eights. Page [l]J
» ^0 • frontispiece. , Rollo’s




copyright notice, 1856, by
Jacob Abbott and stereotyper’s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped
at the Boston Stereotype Foundry. Metcalf and Company, Printers.
(7)
,
Order of the volumes ending v/ith ’’Rollo in Scotland".
(8)
,





blank. (11) — 220, text. The final four pages
of the last gathering are blank.
Binding: Same as "Rollo in Paris". G-old stamping on spine:
^hree rule^ Rollb’s Tour in Europe ^ul^ Jacob Abbott
Q*ul^ Rollo in G-eneva j^ul^ Boston. |^hree fule^ .
Yellow end-papers.
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Rollo In Holland, "by Jacob Abbott, french rnlej Boston:
Bro\m, Taggard & Chase, Successors to V/. J. Reynolds & Co.,





215 pages. Sig. —




frontispiece, 3, Rollo 's
Tour in Europe. Brov/n, Taggard & Chase. Publishers. Boston.
K. blank. 10. title-page . 10 , copyright notice, 1857, by
Jacob Abbott and stereotyper’s and printer’s notes: Stereotyped
at the Boston Stereotype Foundry. Damrell & Moore, Printers,
Boston. (7), Contents and engravings. (8), Order of the
volumes endiiig with ’’Rollo in Rome”, blank. Lioi , illustraJ
ion. (11) — 215, text. The verso of 215 is blank, the follov/in^
four pages have advertisements, the next leaf is blank, and the
final leaf is usually pasted under the end-paper.
Binding: Same as ’’Rollo in Paris”. G-old stamping on spine:
^hree rule^ Rollo’ s Tour in Europe Q*ul^ Jacob Abbott
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Vernon; or, Conversations At out Old 'i'imes in England.
^ignette of a ‘beacoi^ Nev/ York: Harper & Brothers, Publisher :i
[within ornsjnental border of trees, flowers, and angels"^
Leaf: 5^untrimmed. Collation: xii, \is3 - 160
pages. Sig. K in eights. Page ,blahk. \ii3. front-
ispiece , Harper’s Story Books. copyright notice,
1854, by Harper & Brothers. [V], title-page •
.
copy-
right notice, 1857, by Harper & Brothers. viii. Preface.
Contents
. l?3- xii , Engravings . [133- 160, text.
. Binding: Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in brov/n on
both covers.
I
Copy: Boston Public Library.
I‘len'axlujyi
,
^ : :fTOi '^'&7>. |j£oo^'3ir /? lo 3d-d-3ii^;.I--^
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I
Carl and Jocko; or, The AdventTires of the Little Italian Boy
and his Monkey, ^ignette of boy and monke^ Kev; York: harper
& Brothers, Publishers. jQ/ithinbrnamental border of trees,
flov/ers, and angels^




. L^l , Harper’s
Story Books . copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
title-page
. Dl. copyright notice, 1857, by Harper &
Brothers
. W. Preface
, Ld. blank. , Contents. ^0], blank,
hd. Engravings . blank. lid - 160, textl
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\^0
Lapstone; or, The Sailor Turned Shoemaker, l^ignette of a
sailor^ Uev; York: Harper Sc Brothers, Publishers
.
^7ithin
ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and angels'^
leaf : x 5% untrimriimed. Collation: 160 pases. 3i^.
K in eights. Page U] , blank. , frontispiece. Harper’s
Story Books.
Lil. copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
,
title-page. copyright notice, 1857, by Harper &
Brothers
. ,
Preface. ID , blank. L9}. Contents . boi. blank.
Engravings
. 10 - blank. 10 - 160, text.






Ortaiey The Peacemaker; or, The Various Ways of Settling Disputes,
^ignette of three Doy^ Nev/ York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers. pvithin ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and
angels^
Leaf: 5^ untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig, K- K
in eights. Page CO , blank. 10 . frontispiece • LO. Harper’s
Story Books
.
10 . copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
CO. title-page , LO. copyright notice, 1857, by Harper &
Brothers
. LO. Preface
. ra. blank. to , Contents,
blank. Li) , Engravings. blank. — 160, text.
Binding
:
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Judge Justin; or, The Little Court of Lorningdale. |\ignette
of Judge Justii^ Nev: York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
^ithin ornamental border of trees, flowers, and sjigels!^
Leaf
:
5^untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. 3ig. —




copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
title-page. copyright^notice
,
1857, by Harper &
Brothers
. L3- Preface , blank. Contents . &°3>
blank. til , Engravings . to. blank. bCl — 160, text.












Minigo; or, The Fairy of Cairstone Abhey. ^ignette of a
fairy^ New Yorlc: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, ^/ithin
ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and angels*^
Leaf: 7 x 5% untrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. ^a3 - K
in eights. Page blank:. iq. frontispiece • Id. Harper's
Story Books
. Id. copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
Id. title-page
.
Id. copyright notice, 1857, by Harper &
Brothers
.
Id , Preface . td , blank. Id , Contents bol.
blank. Ld- Engravings
.
[Id. blank. [id- 160, text.
Binding
:
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Jasper; or, The Spoiled Child Recovered. ^itpiette of loy v/ith
drui'n^ Nev; York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers. ^;ithin





160 pages. Sig. W - I
in eights. Page PI , blank. Pi , frontispiece. Id. Harper's
Story Books
. PI. copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
Id , title-page. Ld. copyright notice, 1857, by Harper &
Brothers
. Pi. Preface . Pi. blank. Pi. Contents
. P°i
.
blank. Pd- Engravings , Pd. blank. Pd - 160, text.
Binding
:
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Congo; or, Jasper’s Experience in Command, ^ignette of boy
>Yith basket and a:x^ iTew York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers.
^/ithin ornamental border of trees, flov/ers, and ajigels"^








copyright notice, 1854, by Harper a Brothers.









blanJc. — 160, text.
Binding: Tan v/rapoers . Ornamental design printed in broivn on
both covers.
Cooy: Boston Public Library.
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Viola azid Her Little Brother Arno. ^ignette of hoy and gir^
ew York: Harper & Brothers, Puhlishers. ^ithin ornajnental





5^/<jnntrimmed. Collation: 160 pages. Sig. ^A^ — K
in eights . Page Id. blank. Id frontispiece. Id. Harper’s
Story Books.
,
copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
Ld. title-page
. Ld copyright notice, 1857, by Harper,
&
Brothers
. Ld. Preface . Ld blanlv. Ld Contents. Ld- blank.
Ld- Engravings • Ld- blank. Ld - 160, text.
Binding
:
Tan v,o:*appers. Ornamental design printed in brov.n on
both covers.
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Little Paul; or, Hov/ To Be Patient in Siclaiess and Pain,
^ignette of "boy and wheel-chaiiQ Lew York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, ^/ithin ornaraental border of trees, flowers, and
angels^




^2^, frontispiece. Cd. Harper ’
s
Story Books , copyright notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers.
0 , title-page. LI copyright notice, 1857, by Harper &
Brothers. Advertisement. LI , blank. L3 , Contents,
blajalc * Bngravings
.
LCl. blank. Ld- 160, text.
Binding
:
Tan wrappers. Ornamental design printed in brown on
both covers.
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IThe Little Learner, l^double rnl^ Learning to Think.
Consisting of easy and entertaining lessons, designed to assist
in the first imffijlding of the reflective and reasoning powers
of children. By Jacob Abbott. Illustrated with one hundred and
twenty engravings, ^ignette of school scene^ llev; York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Franklin Square. 1856,
Leaf: ^ trimmed. Collation: £xig,
^1^ - 192 pages,




list of volumes in series. bd- blanlc. W. title-page
.
copyright notice, 1855, by Harper & Brothers, ^i^
,
viii.
Contents . - xi
,





Red cl<lrtfli, A pond scene beneath circle and v/ithin
double rule border stanped in blind on covers. Front cover:
blind printing v/ithin circle: Harper’s Picture Books. By
Jacob Abbott. G-old printing v/ithin circle: Learning to Think,
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History of King Richard the First of lingleJid. By Jacob Abbott.





Leaf; 6^ x 4'/^trimmed. Collation; 336 pages.
I
Sig. VI - X in eights. Pages til - Ld . blank. Vi. title-









blank. \iq - 336, text.
j
Binding; Red cloth. Ornamental design within border stamped ih
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The Little Learner. ^ouLle rnl^ Learning About Right and
V/rong; or, Entertaining and instructive lessons for young
children, in respect to their duty. By Jacob Abbott. Illustrated
with ninety engravings. IQ-ignette of giriQ Nev; fork: Harper
& Brothers, Publishers, Franlclin Square. 1857.
Leaf: 6-p- x 5^ trimmed. Collation: x, — 192 pages.





piece. I^i^ , list of volumes in the series. » copyright
notice, 1854, by Harper & Brothers. , title-page. LB.





. M, X, Directions. LQ- 192, text.
Binding
:
Red cloth. A pond scene beneath circle and v/ithin
double rule border stamped in blind on covers. Front cover:
blind printing within circle: Harper’s Picture Books. By
Jacob Abbott. Gold printing within circle: About Right and
V/rong. Back cover: same as front cover with all printing in
blind. Gold printing on spine: ^rnament^ About Right and
Wrong, ^rul^ J. Abbott, ^rnamen^ . ..hite end-papers.
Copy: Harvard College Library.
Boston Public Library.
Nev; York Public Library.
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The Little learner, ^outle rulej^ Learning About Common
Things; or, Familiar Instructions for Children in respect to
the objects around them, that attract their attention, and
av;aken their curiosity, in the earliest years of life. By
Jacob Abbott. Illustrated with one hundred and twenty engravings
J^ignette of farm and plough^ New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, FranlcLin Sciuare. 1857,
Leaf; trimmed. Collation: 192 pages.
Sig. Cad - M in eights. Page LD , blank. frontispiece
,
list of volumes in series, bd. copyright notice,
1854, by Harper & Brothers, L3. title-page
. Ld. copyright
notice, 1856, by Harper cc Brothers, Contents, ^ii^
,
blank. — xi. Directions. ^iQ, blank. — 192, text.
Binding: Red cloth. A pond scene beneath circle and within
double rule border stamped in blind on covers. Front cover:
blind printing within circle: Harper’s Picture Books. By
Jacob Abbott. Gold printing vfithin circle: About Common Things,
Peach end-papers.
Copy; New York Public Library
if*
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Rollo in Naples, by Jacob Abbott, french rnl^ Boston:
Brovm, laggard & Chase (Successors to W. J. Reynolds & Co.)
,
25 & 29 Cornhill. 1858,
Leaf: trimmed. Collation : E19 na^es. Si^, Li]- 14
in eights. PagesU1 - Lil , blank, frontispiece . &]-






1858, by Jacob Abbott and electrotyper’s and printer’s notes:
Electrotyped at the Boston Stereotype Foundry. Bamrell & Moore,
Printers, 16 Devonshire Street, Boston.
Lll-
orrectly
printed (7^ , Contents and engravings. , j^ncorrectly
printed (8^ , Order of the volumes ending v/ith "Hollo in
Rome"
,
Lii]. blank. illustration. (13) — 219, text.




Red or purple cloth, picture of Venus rising from the
sea within elaborate border stamped in blind on covers, G-old
stamping on spine: ^hree rule^ Hollo’s lour in Europe
l^ule^ Jacob Abbott ||~rul^ Rollo in Naples |rule~~|
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ilollo in Rome, "by Jacob Abbott, french rul^ Boston: Brovm,
laggard & Chase (Successors to W. J. Reynolds & Co.) 25 & 29
ornhill. 1858.
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 223 -pages. Sig.M
in eights. Pages blank. D3. frontispiece . DC.
Rollo’s Tour in Europe. Brov/Ti ,Taggard & Chase. Publishers.
Boston. b] blank. title-page . copyright notice, 1858,
Iby Jacob Abbott and electrotyper’s note: Electrotype! at the
i




Order of the volijmes ending with "Hollo in Rome".
blank. ill-ustration. (13) — 223, text. Verso of
223 is blank.
Binding: Red or purple cloth, picture of Venus rising from the
sea within elaborate border stamped in blind on covers. Gold
stamping on spine: y'three rule^ Rollo’s Tour in Europe [rvle\
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History of King Richard the Second of -England. 3y Jacob Abbott.
With Engravings. Hew York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
Franklin Square, 1858.
Leaf: 6 x 4 trimed. Collation: xii, - 347 pages. Sig,
0- X in eights, Y infeix. Pages^^ — Ijii^ , blank.
01 • frontispiece , title-page . 10 > copyright notice,
1858, by Harper & Brothers, 00 , Preface. ^VUi) . blank.
L0> Contents
.
0, blank. 01. xii , Engravings
. L0 -
347, text. Verso of 347 is blank.
Binding:
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History of King Richard the Third of England, By Jacob ^hhott.




6%x 4^ trimmed. Collation: \xi^
,
— 337 pages,
Sig. 03- X in eights, Y in four. Pages OJ - 0^0 , blank,
frontispiece
, H , title-page, O0> copyright notice,






. Ld. blank, xii , Engravings , Od -




Red cloth. Ornamental design within border stamped in
blind on covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^
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History of Peter The Great, Emperor of Russia. By Jacob Abbott,
V/ith Engravings. Hew York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
Er'inklin Sq^uare
.
Leaf: 5*Vgx 3 ^trimmed. Collation: [xiq, \iq - 368 pages.
Sig. [A]- Z in eights. Pages LQ - &v] . blank. K. title-
page
. i-a- copyright notice, 1859, by Harper & Brothers,
viii, Preface. Contents
.
to- blaiik. to- Engravings
.
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American History Hy Jacob Abbott. Illustrated. V/ith H-umerous
Maps and Engravings. Vol. I. Aboriginal America. Hev; York:
Sheldon & Company. Boston: G-ould & Lincoln. Q>mamen^
Leaf: 6f x trimmed. Collation: [i&\ - E88 pages.
Sig. Page 10- blank. tD. frontispiece
•
title-page . copyright notice, 1860, by Jacob
'i
iiAbbott and electrotyper ^s and printer’s notes: Electrotype!
"by Smith & McLoiigal, 82 & 84 Beekman St. Printed by C. A.




blank. Qcii^, List of Engravings, ^i*^
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Americsai History by Jacob Abbott. Illustrated V\flth Numerous
Maps and Engravings. Vol, II. Discovery of America. Nev/ fork:
Sheldon & Company. Boston: Gould & Lincoln. Q^rnamen-^
Leaf: x 4^^ trimmed. Collation: — 288 pages.
Sig. H- 23 in sixes. Page title-page . copy-
right notice, 1860, by Jacob Abbott and electrotyper’s and
printer’s notes: Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 cc 84
Beekman St. Printed by C . A. Alvord, 15 Vandewater St.
List of Engravings
.
liv], blank. LD. vi, Preface L-B -
xii, Contents. hH - 288, text.
Binding
:
Red cloth. Double rule border stamped in blind on
covers. Gold printing on spine: ]Q.ouble rule~| Discovery of
America by Jacob Abbott American History ^ul^ Vol II
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|lmerican History "by Jacoii Abbott. Illustrated v/ith Humerous
l.Iaps and Engravings. Vol, III, The Southern Colonies. Hew Yorl^:
Sheldon & Company, Boston: G-ould & Lincoln, j~ornamen7^
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 1[xi'^
.
\l^ — 286 ra^^es.
Sig,
'[J^ — ^0ih sixes. Pages > ‘blaJfl-. [iiCl > "bitle-
page. [i^
,
copyright notice, 1860, by Jacob Abbott and electro-
byper’s and printer’s notes': Slectrotyped by Smith & IvIcBo'ugal
,
32 & 84 Beelonan-st , Printed by C . A. A^vord, 15 Vs2idewater-st
[jQ, vi , Preface, — xi. Contents. \xi^ , blank:, ^iirj
,
List of Engravings. |[xi''^, blank, — 286, text.
Binding: G-reen cloth. Double rule border stamped in blind on
30lrers. G-old printing on spine: j^ouble rul”^ Southern
Colonies By Jacob Abbott American History Rouble rulT~| ,
3llow end-papers.














Stories of Rainbow and ijuclcy. By Jacob Abbott. New fork:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Pranklin Square. 1860.
Lep.f : 4i- trimmed. Collation: 187 pa^^es. Si^. LO -
M in eights. Pa^e L\l , blank. Ld , frontispiece. Ld. title-
page
. [fl. copyright notice, 1859, by Harper & brothers. Ld.
Order of the volumes.
»
blank. kl. Stories of Rainbow and
Lucky, ^ul^ Hardie
.
iBd , blank. , Contents. td>
Engravings, — 187, text. Verso of 187 is blank. The
final four pages have advertisements.
Binding
:
Red cloth v;ith a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^ Hardie.
Rainbov; and Lucky Stories, ^'•ul^ Abbott. Harpers, ^ecorated
rul^ ^ Peach end-papers.
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Stories of Rainbow and Luclcy. By Jacob Abbott. New York: Harper :




67)- x 4f trimmed. Collation: 190 pages. Sig. [A] - M
in eights. Page Id blarQc. U]. frontispiece . C€. title-page
.




blank. Stories of Rainbow and Lucky,
^•ul^ The Three Pines. blank. Contents,
»




Binding: Red cloth v/ith a border design stamped in blind on
both combers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^ The
Three Pines. Rainbov/ and Luvky Stories, Abbott.
[Harpers, l^ecorated rul!^ . Peach end-papers.
Copy: Harvard College Library
i f
.
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Stories of Raintow and Lneky. By Jacob Abbott. New Yorlc: Harper
<5? Brothers, Publishers, Frenlclin Sauare. 1860.







copyright notice, 1859, by Harper & Brothers, Order
pf the volumes,
>
blank. {jJ, Stories of Rainbov/ and Luclcy.
^ul^ Rainbow’s Journey, {[sj, blank,
,
Contents. i
Engravings. 1^3^ — 201, text. The verso of 201 is blank. The
following four pages have advertisements and the final leaf
1
ts missing.
finding: Red cloth viith a border design stamped in blind on
Doth covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^ Rain- i
bow’s Journey. Rainbow and Lucky Stories, ^ul^ Abbott.
Sarpers
.
^^ecorated rul^ . Peach end-papers,
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Stories of RainlDOW and Lucky. By Jacob Abbott. New fork:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Franklin Square, 1860.
Leaf: 6^? x trimmed. Collation: 183 ua^es. Si^. M in
eights. Page U] , blank. frontispiece , L€. title-page
,
copyright notice, 1859, by Harper & Brothers. L0 , Order
of the volumes. Id , blank, Id. Stories of Rainbow and Lucky.




CiiJ- 183, text. Verso of 183 is blank. The
final eight pages have advertisements.
Binding
:
Red cloth v;ith a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: |^ecorated rul^ Selling
Lucky. Rainbow and Lucky Stories, ^ul^ Abbott, Harpers,
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The Florence Stories, By Jacob Abbott. Jfrench rul^ G-rinilcie
|french rul^ Nev/ York: Sheldon ob Company, 115 Nassau Streets
Ijui^ 1860. :
Leaf: trimmed. Collation: 00 > OD - 252 pages.
Sig. 03 - 03 in sixes. Page 03 , blanlc. 00- frontispiece,
|
o^a- The Florence Stories, By Jacob Abbott. Nev/ York: Sheldon |!
& Company. 00 , blank. 03- title-page
.
tyO- copyright notice,!
1860, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped ’by
Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beekman-st, and printer’s note:





oa> Engravings , 00- blank, OG- 252, text.
Binding
:
Red cloth with a decorated rectangle stamped in
blind on both covers. Spine: ornaments stamped in gold. G-old




Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress,
t->y/
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History of G-enghis Khan. By Jacob Abbott. Viith Engravings. Hew
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Franklin Sq^uare, I860.
Leaf
:
trimmed. Collation: 335 pages, Sig. LG - ^
in eights. Pages LG - LG , blank. LG. frontispiece . LG.
title-page
. 10 , copyright notice, 1860, by Harper & Brothers.
10. Preface
. LG , blank. LO. Contents. [l(^, blank. to.
Engravings
. |^1^ , blank. — 335, text. Verso of 335 blanic.
Binding
:
Red cloth. Ornamental design within border stamped in
blind on covers. Cold printing on Spine: j^ecorated





I Copy :Harvard College Library.
I?,,'
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History of Margaret of Anjou, Queen of Henry VI, of England,
By Jacob Abbott. liVith Elngravings , Hew York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, Franklin Sq^uare,
I
Leaf: 6^ x 4 'j^trimmed. Collation: 316 rages. Sig,
eights, U in six. Pages GQ - GCl- blank. frontispiece
.
,
title-page. ICI. copyright notice, 1861, by Harper &
Brothers










Red cloth. Ornamental design v/ithin border stamped in
blind on covers. Gold printing on spine: ^ecorated rul^
History of Margaret of Anjou. Abbott’s Histories, ^ecorated





Hew York Public Library.
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The Florence Stories, By Jacob Abbott, french rul£] Excursioi|
To The Orkney Islands, french rnl^ Hev/ York: Sheldon &
Company, 115 Nassau Street. 1861*
Leaf: 4^ trimmed. Collation: 252 pa^es. Si^. Li3 - K
in sixes. Page blank. D]. frontispiece. Florence
Stories, By Jacob Abbott. New York: Sheldon & Company. K.
blank. fi'tls-page
. XB> copyright notice, 1860, by
Sheldon & Company, stereotyper ’ s and printer’s notes:
Stereotyped by Smith & McDoiJgal, 82 & 84 Beekman-st.,
Printed by C . A. Alvord, 15 Vandewater-st
. to. Engravings
.
blank. ra , Contents. blanlc. to - 252, text.
Binding
:
G-reen ribbed cloth with a decorated rectangle stamped
in blind on both covers. Spine: ornaments stamped in gold.
Gold printing: The Florence Stories The Orkney Islands S &
Co. Yellov/ end-papers.
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
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Stories of Raintow and Lucky. By Jaooi) ABtott. lievf York:
I
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Frauklin Square, 1861,
I
! Leaf : 6 4i' trimmed. Collation: 192 pages, Sig. C£1 -
: in eights. Page L\1 , hlahk:. iq. frontispiece . , title-page
.
Ill , copyright notice, 1860, hy Harper & Brothers. DD , Order
:
of the volumes, ending with Up $he River. Ul. hlahk:.
j
Stories of Rainbow and iiuclcy. QruleJ Up The River. LsD.
blank:, 1^3 • Contents . Uol. Engravings . - 192, text.
Binding
i
Red cloth with a border design stamped in blind on
both covers. G-old printing on spine: ^ecorated rule"] Up The
River. Rainbow and Lucky Stories, j^ul^ Abbott. Harpers,
^^^ecorated rulT] . Peach end-papers.
Copy: Harvard College Library.
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American History ty Jacot) Atibott. Illustrated V/ith numerous
Maps and Engravings. Vol. IV. Northern Colonies. New York:
Sheldon & Company. Boston: G-ould dz Lincoln. Ornament |
Leaf: 6'|v^ x 4'k trimmed. Collation: \xnQ, - 288 pages.




American History, copyright notice, 1862, hy Jacob Abbott,
stereotyper:*s^^dnprinter!s notes : Stereotyped by Smith &
McLougal, 84 Beekman-st. Printed by Westcott & Co., 79 John-
st. vi
,
Preface. \z^D - xi. Contents. blank,
^ii^
,
List of Engravings, ^i"^
»
blank. — 288, text.













Harlie Stories, french rulej The hev7 Shoes; or, Productive
V/orh By Little Hands. By Jacob Abbott. 7/ith engravings, from
designs by John Gilbert. Hev7 York: Sheldon & Company, 335
Broadv/ay, cor. of V/orth St. \~rul^ 1863.
Leaf: 5§ x trimmed. Collation: 96 pa^^ces. Si^.
in eights. Page title-page. Order of the volumes,
copyright notice, 1862, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper's
and printer’s notes: Stereotyped by Smith & McDougal
,
82 & 84
Beekman Street, N. Y. Printed by C . S. V/estcott & Co., 79
John Street. Y?], Contents. Sngravings. — 96 , text.
Binding: Red cloth stamped in blind v;ith an hexagonal design.
Two rectangles, the inner onewith a leaf design, stamped in
1 blid on both covers. Spine: filigree design stamped in gold,
i !
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Harlie Stories. l[french rulej Earlie^s Letter; or, Low to
Lea,m v/ith Little Teaching. By Jacob Abbott. With engravings,-::
from designs by John Gilbert. Nev/ lork: Sheldon & Company,
1
1335 Broadway, cor. of Worth St. |^ul^ 1863.
Leaf: 5f x 4^ trimmed. Collation: 96 pages. Sig.
in eights. Page title-page. Order of the volumes,
copyright notice, 1862, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper’s
and printer’s notes: Stereotyped by Smith & McLongal, 82 & 84
Beekman Street, N. Y.Printed by C . S. Vfestcott & Co*, 79 John
i




[Binding: Red cloth stamped in blind v/ith an hexagonal design, i
1
Tv/o rectangles, the inner one with a leaf design, stamped in
blind on both covers. Spine: Filigree design stamped in gold.
Gold printing: Harlie Stories. Yellov/ end-papers.
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Harlie Stories. french rul^ The French Flower; or, Be Kind
and Obliging to Your Teacher. By Jacob Abbott. With engravings,
from designs by John Gilbert. Kew York: Sheldon & Company,
335 Broadway, cor. of ViTorth St. 1863.
Leaf: 5f x 4f trimmed. Collation: 96 pages. Sig, D-3- 6
in eights. Page
»
title-page. Order of the volumes,
copyright notice, 1862, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper’s and
printer’s notes: Stereotyped by Smith & McLougal, 82 & 84
Beekman Street, K. Y.
,






. LO- 96, text.
Binding: Red cloth stamped in blind with an hexagonal design.
Two rectangles, the inner on^/ith a leaf design, stamped in
blind on both covers. Spine :Filigree design stamped in gold*
Gold printing: Harlie Stories. Yellow end-papers.
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
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Harlie Stories. ]|^rench rul0 Wild Peggie; or, Charity With
Discretion. By Jacob Abbott. W'ith engravings, from designs by
John Grilbert. New York: Sheldon & CompeJiy, 335 Broadway, cor.
^•uleT 1863.of ViTorth St.
Leaf: 5f x 4^/f?triinmed. Collation: 96 pages. Sig. to -M
in eights. Page t]. title-page
. Id , Order of vilinaes,
copyright notice, 1862, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper *s
and printer’s notes: Stereotyped by Smith & McDongal, 82 & 84
Beekman Street, N. Y.
,











Red cloth stamped in blind with an hexagonal design.
Two rectangles, the inner one with a leaf design, stamped in
blind on both covers. Spine: Filigree design stamped in gold,
G-old printing :Harlie Stories. Yellow end-papers,
C opy
:
Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress,
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IHarlie Stories, french rul£j The Sea-Shore; or, How to Plan
Pic-Hics and Exciirsions. By Jacob Abbott. vVith engravings, from
designs by John Gilbert. Nev/ York: Sheldon & Company, 335
Broadway, cor* of Worth St. 1863,




LCl. Order of volnmes, copyright
notice, 1862, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper ’ s and printer’s
notes: Stereotyped by Smith & McLo-ugal, 82 & 84 Beekman Street,
N. Y.
,
Printed by C. S. V/estcott & Co*, 79 John Street.
^3^,
Contents
. 0 , Engravings. 10 - 96, text.
Binding
:
Red cloth stamped in blind with an hexagonal design,
Two rectangles, the inner one v/ith a leaf design, stamped in
blind on both covers. Spine: Eiligree design stamped in gold.
Gold printing: Harlie Stories. Yellow end-papers.
Copy: Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress
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The Florence Stories, By Jacob Abbott, french rulej The
English Channel, french rule") New Yorlc: Sheldon & Company,
555 Broadv/ay. Ijrul^ 1865.
Leaf: x 4^/^ trimmed . Collation: Lxj. \xq - 252 pages.
Sig. in sixes. Pages ^ij
» »
l^larQc. |ii^, The
Florence Stories, By Jacob Abbott. Nev/ York: Sheldon & Company,
tivj. blank, L€l. title-page. » Order of volumes, copyright
1
notice, 1862, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper’s and printer’s










Binding: Brov/n pebbled cloth v;ith a decorated rectangle staraped
I
’ in blind on both covers. Spine: Ornaments stamped in gold.
I
i





Rare Book Oollection, Library of Congress.
by V/estcott & Co., 79 John-st, viii
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American History by Jacob Abbott. Illustrated v^ith numerous
maps and engravings. Vol. V. Wars of the Colonies. New fork:
Sheldon & Company. Boston: G-ould & Lincoln, ^^rnament^.
leaf: '/^rimmed. Collation: — 288 pages.
Sig, PageQ. missing
missing title-page
. b0. Abbott’s American
History, copyright notice, 1863, by Jacob Abbott, electrotyper’s
and printer’s notes: Smith & McDougal, Electrotypers. C. S.
Vi’estcott & Co., Printers. t-J. vi. Preface. nvl0 - xii
,
Consents . List of Engravings. blank. Q0 -
288, text.
Binding:
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The Canary Bird; or, The Hollo and Lucy Third Book of Poetry,
Original and selected. By Jacob Abbott, author of the Hollo
Books, Franconia Stories, etc. Vlith original engravings.
i
Philadelphia: G-eorge W. Childs, 628 & 630 Chestnut Street. 1863. l|
Leaf
:
6f x 4:^ trimmed. Collation
:
192 pages, 6 plates (incl. r
front.). Sig. 16 in sixes. Page 111 - Hollo and Lucy i|
i
Books of Poetry. blank. title-page . copyright '|
notice, 1863, by Jacob Abbott and stereotyper’s note; Stereo- !'
typed by L. Johnson & Co. Philadelphia. 5, 6, Preface, 7 —
1
1
11, Contents. blank. 13 — 18, Index. En- |i
gravings
.
^o] - blank, 23 — 192, text. S tereotyper ’ s ||
note on page 192. ji
1
1




Hare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
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The Rocking Horse; or, The Rollo and Lucy First Book of Poetry.
Original and selected. By Jacob Abbott, author of the Rollo
Books, Franconia Stories, etc. Yifith original engravings.
Philadelphia: George YY. Childs, 628 & 630 Chestnut Street.
1863.
Leaf: 6f x 4 '/i^trimmed. Collation: 192 pages. Sig. IG- 16
in sixes. Page
»
Rollo and Lucy Books of Poetry. blank.
t£l. title-page . , copyright notice, 1863, by Jacob Abbott,
and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped by L. Johnson & Co.
Philadelphia. 5,6, To The Parent. 7 — 12, Contents. 13 —
18, Index. » Engravings. — QCl ’ 23 —
192, text. Stereotyper’s note on page 192.
Binding
:
Purple cloth, wavy lined. Floral design stamped in
blind to form border of plain rectangle on covers. On the spine,,
within a gold ruled border, at the top surrounded by gold
stamped design: Rollo & Lucy Poetry. In middle: First Book.
In lower panel: The Rocking Horse. At bottom: Geo. V/. Childs.
C opy
:
Rare Book Collection, Library of Congress.
IWi'.
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By JacoB Ahhott. french rnl^ Visit
^^fench rnl^ New York: Sheldon &
^ul^ 1864.
leaf: 4^gttiinmed* Collation: Qcj. - E52 pages.
!
Sig. U] - in sixes. Pages IJ. {i^ , Blank, [ii^ »
The Florence Stories, By JacoB ABBott. New York: Sheldon &
,
Blank. U]
' Stories, copyright notice, 1863, By Sheldon & Company,
' electrotyper ^s and printer's notes: Smith & McDoiigal, Electro
I




. L€)> Blank. to- 252, text.
Binding: Violet uloth with a decorated 'rectangle stamped in
j
Blind on Both covers. Spine: Ornaments stamped in gold. Gold
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Carlo; or, The Rollo and Lucy Second Book of Poetry. OrigineJ.
and selected. By Jacob Abbott, author of the ^^^ollo Books,
Franconia Stories, etc. \/ith original engravings. Philadelphia:
I
G-eorge Y/. Childs, 628 & 630 Chestnut Street. 1864,
i
Leaf: 6|- x 4i" trimmed. Collation: 192 -pa^sres. Si«. 16
I
in sixes. Page ra. Rollo and Lucy Books of Poetry. a.
blank. ill title-page. copyright notice, 1863, by Jacob !
Abbott and stereotyper’s note: Stereotyped by L. Johnson &
|
I
Co. Philadelphia. 5, 6, To The Parent, 7 — 11, Contents.
j
blank. 13 — 18, Index. til- Engravings . tq] - I







Same as "The Rocking Horse" with correct changes on
(
spine and bound in green pebbled cloth.




John G-ay; or, V/ork For Boys. By Jacob Abbott. In Four Volnmes.
i!
li Illustrated by H. V/. Herrick. V/ork for Spring. ||^icture of
three children^ New York: Published by Hurd and Houghton,
401 Broadway, cor. of V/alker Street. 1864.
Leaf: 6 x trimmed. Collation: 192 pages. Sig. a- 12
in eights. Page [il , title-page. ^2^, a list of the series and
copyright notice, 1864, by Hurd and Houghton and stereotyper ’s
note: Riverside, Cambridge: Stereotyped and Printed by H. 0.
Houghton and Company. Ld , Contents. [£) , Engravings . Ld-
192, text.
Binding: Bright red pebbled cloth with border design stamped
in blind on covers. G-old filigree design on spine v/ith name of
series and author in red. Gold printing on spine: Spring
Riverside Press. Yellow end-papers.
Copy: Harvard College Library.
I
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John Gray; or, Work For Boys. By Jacob Abbott. In Fooir Volmnes.
Illustrated by H. Vif. Herrick. Work For V/inter. J^ignette of
1 three childrei^ New York: Published by Hurd and Houghton,
I
401 Broadv;ay, cor. of Walker Street. 1864.
ii
i:
! Leaf: ojc^x 3£- trimmed. Collation: 19E rages. Sig.a- IE
,
in eights. Page
copyright notice, 1864, by Hurd and Houghton. Ld , 4, To The
. jjQ — 19E, text.Parents, Contents. Ld- Engravings
title-page. list of the series and
Binding: Red cloth with border design stamped in blind on cob’ers.
G-old filigree design stamped on spine v/ith the follov:ing in
cloth color: The John G-ay Series By Jacob Abbott. Hold print-
ing on spine: Vfinter Riverside Press. Yellow end-papers.
|
Copy :Harvard College Library.
yr
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John Gray; or, Vfork For Boys. By Jacob Abbott. In Four Volnmes.
Illustrated by H. W. Herrick. Work For Autumn, picture of
three children^ New York: Published by hurd and Houghton,
401 Broadv/ay, cor. of Walker Street. 1864.
leaf: 6 x 3*^j^trimmed . Collation: 19 E oaieres. Si^, l\}- IE
in eights. Page H. title-page . list of the series, copy-
I
right notice, 1864, by Hurd and Houghton and stereotyper ’ s |
note: Riverside, Cambridge: Stereotyped and Printed by H. 0.
j






Bright red pebbled cloth with border design stamped
I
in blind on covers. Gi-old filigree design stamped on spine i
I
V7ith name of author and series in red. G-old printing on spine:
‘
I
Autumn Riverside Press. Yellow end-papers. !
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'I'he Florence Stories, By Jacoii Abbott. I^rench rnl^ Florence
Retiirn, french rnl^ New York: Sheldon & Company, 335
Broadway. ^nle^ 1864.
Leaf : 6% 4^ trimmed. Collation: to , 11 — 252 pages. Sig.
to - t3 in sixes. Pages m , ta blank. , The Florencffl
Stories, by Jacob Abbott. New York: Sheldon & Company,
tt’ blank. tl. title-page . ta- The Florence Stories, copy-
right notice, 1864, by Sheldon & Company, stereotyper’s and
printer’s notes: Stereotyped by Smith a McBongal, 84
Beekman-st. Printed by C . S. Westcott & Go. 79 John-st. jji^,
vii, Contents. ta , Engravings . ti blank. ta- 252,
text. Advertisements on final ten pages.
Binding: Violet cloth with a decorated rectangle stamped in
blind on covers. Spine: ornaments stamped in gold. Gold print-
ing:The Florence Stories Florence’s Return S & Go. Yellow end-
papers .
Copy: Boston Public Library.

Americaii History "by Jacob Abbott. Illustrated with NiJinerous
Maps and Engravings. Vol, VI. Revolt of the Colonies. Rev: Yorks
Sheldon & Company. Boston: G-onld & Lincoln. jornamen-Q








tlv) , list of the series, copyright notice, 1864, by
Jacob Abbott, stereotyper’s and printer's notes: Stereotyped
by Smith & McLongal, 84 Beelanan-st. Printed by C . S. Westcott
& Co,
,
79 John-st, tG- vi , Preface. (vig - xii. Contents.
J^xii^
,
List of Engravings. \xi3, blank. 288, text.
Binding:
Copy: Boston Public Library(rebound)

3bn
AmericajQ History "by JacolD Abbott. Illustrated V<ith H-umerous
jMaps and Engravings, ^ol, VII. \/ar of the Revolution Hev/ York:
Sheldon & Company. Boston: G-ould & Lincoln, ^rnamen-^
Leaf
:
6-^ x 4*|^^ trimmed. Collation
:
[xi^, — 288 pages.




list of the series, copyright notice,
1864, by Jacob Abbott, stereotyper *s and printer’s notes:
Stereotyped by Smith & McLougal, 84 Beekman-st. Printed by C.
S. V/estcott & Co., 79 John-st. W. vi , Preface, [vl3 -
xii. Contents, ^ii^
,





Boston Public Library (rebound)
.






Illustrated, by H. W. Herrick. v7ork for Simmer, j^ignette of
j
two children in garderQ New York: Published by Hurd and




Leaf: 3*^|^trimmed. Collation: 192 x)a.2:es. Sig.OJ — 12
in eights. Pages [i]. L€. blanJc. L0> title-page. list
of the series, copyright notice, 1865, by Hurd and Houghton,
j
stereotyper's note: Riverside, Cambridge: Stereotyped and
j
Printed by H. 0. Houghton and Company. \j}. C ontents . LO. !
Engravings
.
LO- 192, text. !
Binding: Dark brov/n ribbed cloth with tv/o rectangles stamped in
! blind on covers. Gold filigree design stamped on spine with
the following in cloth color: The Mary Ga.y Series By Jacob
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William Oay; or, Ple.y for Boys. By Jacob Abbott. In four volumes.
Illustrated by H. W. Herrick, Play for Summer. Hew York:
II
il







3f trimmed. Collation: 192 pages. Sig.Y^^ — 12
|i
_ _
ji in eights. Page title-page
, tj. list of volumes in series
,
j|
copyright notice, 1869, by Hurd and Houghton, and stereotyper’s
|j
note: Riverside, Cambridge: Stereotyped and printed by H. 0.
j
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American History by Jacob Abbott. Illustrated V/ith Numerous
Maps and Engravings. Vol, VIII. Wa.shington. New York: Sheldon
& Company. Boston: G-ould & Lincoln. ^rnamen^
Leaf: 6f x 4^/<^ trimmed. Collation: ^15^ - 288 pages
Sig.a-EO in eights. Pages blank,
title-page . list of volTomes in series, copyright notice,
1865, by Jacob Abbott, and stereotyper’s and printer’s notes:
Stereotyped by Smith & McLougal, 84 Beelanan-st . Printed by
C. S. Westcott & Co., 79 John-st. LI. vi , Preface . -
xii. Contents. List of Engravings. blanic.
— 288. text. Advertisements on the following nine pages.
Final page blank.
Binding: Brovm cloth. Double rule border stamped in blind on
covers. G-old printing on spine: Rouble rul^ V/ashington





Nev7 York Public Library.

The Jimo Stories, Jimo On A Jo-urney, By JaCobAhhott
,
author of the "Franconia Stories," "The Rollo Books," "The
Young Christian Series," etc., etc. New York: Dodd & Mead,
Publishers, Sucessors to M. W. Dodd, No. 762 Broadway.
Leaf
:
trimmed. Collation: 8, (11) — 300 pages,
Sig. a in seven, [£] - &il in eights. Pages Cl]
blarik. Order of the volumes. title-page
. iq.
copyright notice, 1870, by Jacob Abbott and printer’s note:
Edward 0. Jenkins, Printer and Stereotyper, 20 North
William Street, N. Y. (7), 8, Contents. (11) — 300, text. Th^
final four pages have advertisements.
Binding: Green cloth. Front cover: border design stamped in
|j
black, decorations stamped ii^old. Gold printing: The Juno




in blind. Spine: decorations stamped in black. Gold printing: ,i
The Juno ^^een against gold background~| Stories Abbott ij




New York Public Library
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fi .* 4i»L.$ V-5--1
Science For The Yoimg. Force, By Jacoh ABBott, Author
of "The Franconia Stories," "Llarco Paul Series," "Young Ghristia)(i
Series," "Harper’s Story Books," "ABBott’s Illustrated Histories
: &c . With numerous engravings
.







Leaf: 4^|gtrimnied . Collation: xii, 505 pages.




. H. title-page. copyright
notice, 1872, By Harper & Brothers, Object of the V/ork.
Blank. t€). Contents , DO. BlarOc. l?0- xii, Illustrati
^0 — 305 , j text , Blank. The final six pages have
advertisements
,
Binding: Green cloth. Front cover: triple rule Border ajid the
following printed in Black: Science For The Young ^ecorated
rule^ publisher's initiaa^ . Gold printing Between decorated
rules: Force By Jacob Abbott, Back cover: same as front cover
But title stamped in Black. Spihe: Black printing: Qec orated
rule^ Science For The Young pul^ . Gold printing: Force
i By Jacob Abbott prnamenT\ Harpers. Brown end-papers.
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Science For The Yoimg. rrnl^ Heat. By Jacoh Abbott, Author
n
|1
of "The Franconia Stories," "Marco Paul Series," "Young Christian
1
Series," "Harper’s Story Books," "Abbott’s Illustrated ^
Histories," &c , With numerous engravings. |publishei*s devic£J
|j
Nev/ York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Franlclin Sq_uare. 1872,i|
Leaf : trimmed. Collation: xii, td- 307 pages.
Sig. 1^3 - N in tv/elves. Page 10> half-title
•
blank. frontispiece
. Ld , title-page, [ViJ, copyrigiit
notice, 1871, by Harper & Brothers, C-id . Object of the V.'ork.
blank. Contents. blank. l-D. xii, Illustra
ions
.
^is3 - 306, text. ^0^ , illiLstration, Verso of 307
is blank. The final four pages have advertisements.
Binding
:
G-reen cloth. Front cover: triple rule border and the
following printed in black: Science For The Young |^ecorated
rules'^ l^ublisher ’ s initial^, G-old printing between
decorated rules: Heat By Jacob Abbott. Back cover: Same as
front cover but title stamped in black. Spine: black printing:
l^ecorated rul^ Science For The Young ^ecorated
rul^ . Grold Printing: Heat By Jacob Abbott, Harpers. Brovm
end-papers
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Science For The Young, ^ul^ Light. By Jacob Abbott. Author
of ’’The FraJiconia Stories,” ’’Marco Paul Series," "Young
Christian Series," " Harper’s Story Books," "Abbott’s
Illustrated Histories," &c . Y/ith nu^jerous engravings,
^publisher’s devic^ Hew Yokk: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
Franklin Square. 1871.
Leaf: 7 jf<g» x 4f trimmed. Collation: xii, S13 pages.
Sig. CaJ- H in tv/elves, 0 in one. Pages ^i^ —
missing
• LH . frontispiece , title-page . bD.
copyright notice, 1871, by Harper & Brothers. Object
of the Y'/ork, blank. \>5). Contents • blank.
xii. Illustrations. 313, text. Verso blank.
Binding
:




Science For The Yonng. V/ater and Land. By Jacob
Abbott, Author of ”The Franconia Stories," "Iviarco Paul Series,"
"Young Christian Series," "Harper's Story Books," "Abbott’s
Illustrated Histories," &c . V/ith numerous engra,vings.
publisher’s devic^ Hev; York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
Franklin Sq^uare, 1872.
Leaf: 7 x 4 ^jl^trimmed. Collation: xii, Ld- 330




pii^, blank. P'0, frontispiece, pj, title-page, ,
copyright notice, 1871, by Harper & Brothers. UviD. Ob j ect
of the V^ork. pii0, blank.
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Contents. ^0, blank. \x0,
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'
^ G-entle Measures in the Management and Training of the Young;
I
or, The principles on which a firm parental authority may be
established and maintained, without violence or anger, and the
right development of the moral and mental capacities be
I promoted by methods in harmony with the structure and the
characteristics of the juvenile mind. By Jacob Abbott, Author
of "Science For The Young," "Harper’s Story Books," "Franconia
Stories," "Abbott’s Illustrated Histories," etc. numerous
Illustrations, j^ublisher’s devic^ Nev; York: Harper &
Brothers, Publishers, Franklin Sq^uare. 1872.
Leaf: ^ trimmed. Collation: Ull - 330 pages.
Sig.W - Lo3 in twelves. Page iO , G-entle Measures in the
Management and Training of The Young. \}Q> blanlc.
frontispiece
. L3. title-page
. tg. copyright notice, 1871,
I
by Harper & Brothers
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330, text. The final six pages have
I
Binding: Bro\m cloth. Front cover: double rule border stamped
li
in black. G-old printing: G-entle Measures in the Management of
I
I the Young, ^ul^ Jacob Abbott. Back cover: publisher’s
i
initials v^ithin double rule border stamped in black. Spine:
i
G-old printing between black rules : G-entle Measures in the
Training of the Young. By Jacob Abbott. Harpers, leaf stamped
i
j
in black. Broxm end-papers.




This hihliography of proves Jacob
Abbott to be one of Americans most prolific authors. Moreover,
the publications, covering a period of forty years, testify
to the continued popularity of his work. Since his influence
was so pervasive, it is fitting that a thorotigh study be made
of his life and work. This bibliography prepares the ground
for such a project*
The bibliography of Jacob Abbott is also a contribution
to the study of Nineteenth Century American Bibliography
,
The forty years in which Abbott ^s books were published are
probably the most revolutionary in the history of the American
book trade. Book production in those years changed from hand
printing to stereotyping and electrotyping. These modern methods
of book-making have created problems of technical bibliography
v/hich are just beginAing to be recognized and studied. Therefore
the collations v/ill be useful not only for the information
they yield about Jacob Abbott, but also for a vast amount of
information about the names and productions of printers,
stereotypers, and electrotypers.
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T-ins, it may be said thkt the bibliography of Jacob Abbott
is important for three different reasons: for a stndy of Jacob
Abbott, for a study of Nineteenth Century American Bibliography
and for the iiGe of students interested in juvenile books.
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>7trrt*B»D \£i5«r4'o a wI*
ATdstract
I. Biography.
Jacob Abbott, bom in Hallowell, Maine, on November 14,
1803, is a good example of the strains of dogmatic Pirritan,
practical farmer, and Yankee trader. Kis childhood v/as spent
in Hallowell and Brimsviick from which tovms his father super-
vised the development of the Maine territory.
He graduated from Bov/doin College in 1820. His academic
record is not available, but there ^records of honors given to
him. Two summers were spent teaching school in a Quaker I
community near Brunswick. In 1821, he began his study of theoloj
at Andover Academy which he interrupted to teach school at
|
Portland, Maine, and Beverly, Massachusetts. One of his Port- ^
land pupils v/as Henry Vk'. Longfellow, From Andover, he went
,
to Amherst College as Tutor in 1824. The next year he was
|
offered the Professorship of Chemistry which he declined
|
i





then appointed Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy,
‘
Three years later, he married his childhood sweetheart,
Harriet Vaughn, of Hallov/ell. Of this union, five sons v/ere
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In 1829, Abbott was invited to organize and take charge
of The Mount Vernon School in Boston, Here he introduced a
unique method of self-government, and made great contributions
to education. He retired from active administration of the
school in 1833, and became Minister of the Eliot Church
(Congregational ) in Roxbury, Massachusetts. Continuing to
publish a vast amount of books and articles, his reputation
rapidly grevr. Soon he devoted all of his time to writing.
Among the books written during this period were The Ypun^
Christian and the Rollo Books, In 1843, he spent several months
in Europe, and returned to help his brothers open a school in
Hev/ York, Soon after his return, his v/ife passed av/ay. In 1853,
he married Ivirs. Mary Dana Woodbury and two years later they
retired to "Fewacres”, Farmington, Maine, Mrs, Abbott died
in 1866, and Abbott continued to live at Farmington, surrounded
by children and grand-children. He passed away on October 31,
1879.
II. Critical Survey.
In almost tv/o hundred books lie the record of Abbott’s
constant absorption v;ith the mental and spiritual well-being
of youth. In gn era of inliibitive and cruel treatment of childrin.
1
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he substituted example aud anecdote for floggin,^ and ridicule,
Abbott’s literary method consisted of three innovations:
I, use of logic and rhetoric of childhood, 2. vivid illustratior,
of religious doctrine, 3, emphasis on the practical use of
religion. His constant theme is that the good life is a happy
one because the conscience is clear. Since this method and
I
I
purpose never changed, there are no definite divisions, outside i
I
of series titles, to Abbott’s work. Hov;ever, they fall into i
!
four general classifications: religious tracts, juveniles,
histories, and books on education.
The religious tracts, among his most popular books, in-
volved the reader in a coloful episode and then discussed its
religious implications. He was wise enough to choose episodes
close enough to a child’s experience to prove that religion
could solve everyday problems.
His minor talent for story-telling found its best outlet
in his famous juveniles. The Hollo Books, the Lucy Books, the
Florence Books enthralled several generations of children
with their realistic adventures. Hollo is the best rounded of
his creations. Abbott seems to have written the series in the
same easy, confident style of a man talking to a group of
children around his chair. The stories have no suspense and
therefore no action plot. They served as boolcs of etianette,
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and "books of adventure.
The historical "biographies which he v/rote v/ere planned to
supplement the text"books then used in the schools. He attempted
to recreate the spirit of the past, and a.ll of his love of
color and excitement comes out in these histories. One can
"become a"bsor"bed in his descriptions, "but one alv;ays stops
"before the familiar moralizing v^hich never fails to crop up
in a volume of A"b"bott.
His "books on education discuss his theories of educational
psychology, theories which he did not change during his
life-time. They are hand"books for parents and teachers contain-!
ing advice so practical and so modern that they demonstrate
his genius for solving educational pro"blems,
III. Method of Bi"bliography
,
The "bi"bliography descri"bes A"b"bott’s publications in
"book or pamphlet form. The first edition of each volume is the
|
only one noted unless a following edition was greatly revised. i
The revisioh is noted in the collation of the first edition.
The collation follows the method of Cucrier, and the items
1
are listed chronologically. Bindings are described vfhenever
I
• • '
possible and at least one location of each volume given.
j
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lists V'/hich have not yet been located in first
first edition.
This bibliography is important for three reasons: for a
study of Jacob Abbott, for a study of nineteenth century
bibliography
,
and for the use of students interested in
juvenile books.
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A list of books by Jacob Abbott not yet located in
first edition:
I* The Bible Class Book, No, 2. Scriptirre Duties,
2, The Philosophy of the Moral Feelings by J,
Abercrombie, V#ith additions by Jacob Abbott,
3,
Every-Day Duty,
4, The Family Story Book,
5, The Mount Vernon Reader. Designed for Junior Classes
6, Abbott’s Common School Drav/ing Cards,
7, The Mount Vernon Arithmetic, Part I,
8, learning to Talk,
9, Le8.ming to Read.
10, Florence and John.
11, John G-ay:Work for Summer,
12, Mary G-ay: Winter,
15,
Mary Gay : Spring,
14. Mary Gay: Autumn,
15. V/illiam Gay: Winter,
16. William Gay: Spring,
17. V/illiam Gay: Autumn.
P-L.;;
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21, A-ugust and Elvie,
22, Hunter and Tom,
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Abbott, Ljnnan, Silhouettes of Lly C ontemporaries
.
Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, 1921.
Currier, T. I.
,







Members of the University of Oxford, Tracts For The
Times
.
Nev; York, Charles Henry, 1840.
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